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ABSTRACT
Solar system orbital dynamics can offer unique challenges. Impacts of interplanetary
dust particles can significantly alter the surfaces of icy satellites and minor planets.
Impact heating from these particles can anneal away radiation damage to the crys-
talline structure of surface water ice. This effect is enhanced by gravitational focusing
for giant planet satellites. In addition, impacts of interplanetary dust particles on the
small satellites of the Pluto system can eject into the system significant amounts of
secondary intra-satellite dust. This dust is primarily swept up by Pluto and Charon,
and could explain the observed albedo features on Pluto’s surface.
In addition to Pluto, a large fraction of trans-neptunian objects (TNOs) are binary
or multiple systems. The mutual orbits of these TNO binaries can range from very
wide (periods of several years) to near-contact systems (less than a day period). No
single formation mechanism can explain this distribution. However, if the systems
generally formed wide, a combination of solar and body tides (commonly called Kozai
Cycles-Tidal Friction, KCTF) can cause most systems to tighten sufficiently to explain
the observed distributions. This KCTF process can also be used to describe the
orbital evolution of a terrestrial-class exoplanet after being captured as a satellite of
a habitable-zone giant exoplanet. The resulting exomoon would be both potentially
habitable and potenially detectable in the full Kepler data set.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
In this dissertation, we show how orbital dynamics has reshaped the solar system
in several ways, both in the initial chaos and in ongoing processes ever since. We show
how dust can transform surfaces in the outer solar system and is a currently active
geologic process. We show how solar or stellar perturbations can transform satellite
orbits, for satellites ranging in size from 1 µm to an Earth mass. And we show how
apparently stable orbital systems today could undergone radical alterations in their
past.
The discovery of the solar system beyond Saturn was arguably the greatest astro-
nomical revelation of the pre-photographic astronomy. The process started in 1781
when the British composer-astronomer William Herschel began looking for stellar
parallax (Lodge, 1893). One of the key predictions of the Copernican heliocentric
model was that because of the motion of the Earth around the Sun, the nearest stars
should be in slightly different positions relative to the distant stars at different times
of the year. However, because of the enormous distance of even the nearest stars, stel-
lar parallax was not observed until nearly 60 years later with much more specialized
equipment. Thus, when Herschel observed with his hand-made telescope (roughly
comparable to a modern Dobsonian Newtonian with a tarnished mirror) a large blue
star appearing to move, he was immediately suspicious that it was probably not a
star moving due to parallax, but rather that it was a distant comet (Jones, 1947;
Lodge, 1893). He described it as such in all his correspondence, but calculations soon
showed the object was in a circular orbit around the Sun and must be very large to
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appear so bright. Herschel had therefore discovered an entire planet unknown to the
ancients, and proved Copernicus right, just not in the way he had intended.
To say Herschel’s discovery transformed astronomy is an understatement. It
blasted away the medieval reverence for classical astronomy and proved that there
were entire new worlds just waiting to be discovered. Before Uranus, telescope science
had focused on increasingly delicate refractors, excellent for bright-object astronomy,
but simply unable to look very deep into the sky. Herschel, however, showed that
there was plenty to be discovered by going only slightly deeper with a reflector. He
used the stipend he received from King George III to construct a series of increasing
larger reflecting telescopes, up to a 40 foot long telescope in a massive wooden frame
(Lodge, 1893). The mirror and guiding technology would not catch up enough to
make such a telescope useful until decades after Herschel’s death, but the course was
set of continually looking deeper to find the edge of the solar system.
The next planet, though, was not really found with a telescope, but rather a quill.
After the discovery of Uranus, astronomers across Europe raced to observe it and
make ever more accurate predictions of its position (Standage, 2000). However by
the 1820s, it was increasingly clear that a simple Keplerian orbit would not accurately
predict Uranus’s position. Alexis Bouvard at the Paris Observatory proposed that
another planet exterior to Uranus could be causing the perturbation (Jones, 1947).
By 1845, both John Couch Adams in Cambridge and Urbain Le Verrier in Paris had
produced estimates of where such a planet should be. Both contacted observers to
begin the search, and 1846 Johann Gottfried Galle at the Berlin Observatory found
Neptune within one degree of Le Verrier’s prediction (Jones, 1947; Standage, 2000).
If Uranus had been final proof of the Copernican model, Neptune was a dramatic
proof of Newton’s universal law of gravitation. Adams and Le Verrier had calculated
the existence and position of an entire planet through the direct extrapolation of
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Newtonian gravity. It was also the first inkling that orbital mechanics at the edge of
the solar system could be much more complicated than the simple procession of the
inner solar system.
The discovery of Neptune by perturbations on Uranus naturally led astronomers
to look for perturbations on Neptune by another planet. Percival Lowell, a wealthy
American travel writer, was particularly struck by the idea and in 1906 began a search
for a “Trans-Neptunian Planet” using his personal observatory in Flagstaff, Arizona
Territory (Levy, 1991). For this search, he exploited two technologies that unavail-
able to Herschel or Le Verrier, photography and the mechanical computer. With his
mechanical computer, Lowell predicted the position of a planet which would account
for variations that were reported in the position of Neptune. The variations were
later disproved by better estimates of the mass of Neptune, but his belief in their
existence prompted Lowell to start looking. Right from the start, he began to record
observations with photographic plates, as the motion of any trans-neptunian planet
would be so slight that it would not easily be seen visually. The search continued
after Lowell’s death in 1916, collecting thousands of photographic plates, until finally
in 1930, when Clyde Tombaugh found something (Levy, 1991). Tombaugh, a recent
college graduate working on the survey, had been methodically collecting and ana-
lyzing the plates and found an object that moved at just the right speed across the
sky to be beyond Neptune. The object was of course Pluto and immediately hailed
as the ninth planet.
Pluto, however, was also immediately a quandary. Since it was right at the limit
of detection for telescopes of the time, there was considerable uncertainty about just
how bright Pluto was. Estimates usually erred on the side of making it larger (since it
was a planet after all), meaning that as better measurements were made, the reported
mass of Pluto began to fall. In 1978, James Christy at the US Naval Observatory
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Flagstaff Station noticed that all his images of Pluto were elongated (Christy, 1997).
The elongation did not appear on other images, and resembled a binary star. Going
back, he realized that the elongation varied with the same period as Pluto’s lightcurve.
This could only happen if Pluto was actually two similar mass objects, orbiting around
each other. Thus, Charon was discovered and Pluto revealed as the first true binary
of the solar system, with a total mass about 1/5 that of Earth’s Moon.
After the discovery of Pluto, the Irish economist-astronomer Kenneth Edgeworth
proposed that it was part of a disk of material beyond Neptune (Davies, 2001). This
theory was independently echoed by the Dutch-American astronomer Gerard Kuiper
ten years later (Davies, 2001). However, telescopes of the 1950s could not see deep
enough to detect any such disk. This did not change until the introduction of digital
photography in the 1980s, especially the Charged-Coupled Detector, or CCD. CCDs
could make extremely deep images with even modest telescopes. In 1992, David
Jewitt and Jane Luu used a CCD camera at the 2.2 meter telescope on Mauna Kea,
Hawaii to search the ecliptic for faint objects. Sure enough, the first object they found
was (15760) 1992 QB1, a 23rd magnitude object beyond Neptune (Jewitt et al., 1992).
Unlike Pluto, it was in a near-circular orbit that not resonant with Neptune, just as
Edgeworth and Kuiper predicted.
Soon, more and more similar objects were found, with many thousands of objects
now confirmed. Most were on similar orbits to 1992 QB1 and are typically grouped
as the “classical Kuiper Belt”, on low-eccentricity low-inclination orbits between 40
and 50 AU from the Sun. Some of the others were on orbits similar to Pluto in a
3:2 mean motion resonance with Neptune, others at the 2:1 mean motion resonance,
and the remainder were in highly inclined and eccentric orbits. Most of the largest
objects discovered were in the scattered or resonant populations, including Eris, an
object of near equal size to Pluto, but which appears to have a larger mass.
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As the structure of the objects beyond Neptune began to fill in, Pluto’s strangeness
became a more general question: why were the classical and scattered objects on such
different orbits? A clue came from Neptune’s orbit, which was much more circular
than the other giant planets. In 1993, Renu Malhotra proposed that Pluto’s orbit was
a result of being captured during an outward migration of Neptune (Malhotra, 1993).
This would also explain Neptune’s circularity, as the result of scattering a primordial
outer disk of planetesimals. As more computer simulations were performed, the mod-
est migration initially suggested by Malhotra grew to have the giant planets all form
much closer to the Sun, and Neptune migrating tens of AU outwards. This has been
termed the “Nice Model” (after the city in France), and has been used to explain the
positions of the giant planets, the structure of the Kuiper and Asteroid Belts, and
the Late Heavy Bombardment seen on the Moon (e.g. Tsiganis et al., 2005).
The key to making the Nice Model work is the assumption of a several Earth-mass
disk of material originally beyond the outermost giant planet (Uranus and Neptune
often swap in these simulations). This disk extended from roughly 20 AU, Uranus’s
current orbit, to 50 AU, the outer edge of the current classical Kuiper Belt. As Uranus
and Neptune were thrown away from the center of the solar system by perturbations
from Jupiter and Saturn, they destroyed most of this disk by either accreting the
objects or scattering them away from the solar system. The small number of survivors
were emplaced as the scattered and resonant trans-neptunian objects. The classical
Kuiper Belt is therefore the last remnant of the primordial circumsolar disk.
The well preserved nature of the classical Kuiper Belt is especially exciting because
of its high binary fraction. Before the discovery of Charon, objects as small as Pluto
were not considered likely to have any satellites. Even then, Charon was considered
a special case until the NASA Galileo spacecraft flew past the main-belt asteroid 243
Ida in 1993 and serendipitously discovered that it had a small satellite, Dactyl. Five
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years later, the Deep Ecliptic Survey, a Lowell-led successor to the original Pluto
search, discovered 1998 WW31. This was a binary classical Kuiper Belt “object” that
actually consisted of two objects of almost equal mass, orbiting with a period of 570
days. Since then, many more binaries have been found, with an estimate of that least
30% of classical Kuiper Belt objects are binaries (or higher), and possibly even more
due to the limit of current telescope resolution (Noll et al., 2008a). These binaries
provide the only way to measure the mass of trans-neptunian objects. Those masses
can then be used with thermal infrared measurements of the radius, thus producing
density and constraining the composition of the objects.
Unlike main-belt and near-Earth asteroid binaries, trans-neptunian binaries (TNBs)
are often near-equal size to each other. This is indicative of a very different forma-
tion mechanism from the main belt process of solar radiation-driven rotational fission
(BYORP; Scheeres, 2007). Instead, the mass ratios would more favor dynamical cap-
ture (Goldreich et al., 2002), but the separations of observed binaries are typically
too closer than captures would produce (Noll et al., 2008a). Some amount of post-
capture orbital evolution is thus needed to explain the observations. In addition, the
similarity of binaries in the three populations implies that the orbital evolution must
have happened early on, before the giant planet migration.
Another consequence of the classical Kuiper Belt being well preserved is that the
cratering rate in the outer solar system has been very low since the giant planet mi-
gration. Voyager 2 observed that the uranian satellites mainly have very old cratered
terrain with few rayed craters (Strom, 1987). Neptune’s satellite Triton, an object
likely captured at the end of migration, has what Schenk and Zahnle (2007) described
as “negligible surface age” with very few craters on its surface. In addition to the low
cratering rate, most of the outer solar system satellites and TNOs are too small for
current cryovolcanic activity (Desch et al., 2009).
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Thus, any new activity on the surfaces trans-neptunian objects or icy giant satel-
lites is probably dominated by the impacts of ice-silicate interplanetary dust particles
(IDPs). These particles are produced in the Kuiper Belt from impacts on objects
with small enough gravity that they can not keep impact ejecta on their surfaces.
The dust then travels inwards towards the Sun due to Poynting-Robertson drag, a
relativistic effect on the blackbody emission of the particles. The current flux of these
particles have been measured both directly by Pioneer 10 and New Horizons (Humes,
1980; Poppe and Hora´nyi, 2011) and indirectly from radio measurements by Voyager
2 (Pedersen et al., 1991). The impact velocities of these particles can be increased
by the gravity of a host planet, and so even a small number of IDP impacts can be a
potent source of weathering on the surface of an icy satellite.
Triton’s young surface age is partially due to its origin. Triton is on a retrograde
orbit inclined 156◦ to Neptune’s rotational axis. This orbit strongly implies that
Triton was not formed from the same circumplanetary disk that produced the small
regular satellites of Neptune, which are prograde and aligned to Neptune’s equator.
Rather, Triton was almost certainly captured by Neptune after regular satellite had
finished. This likely occurred during Neptune’s migration process, when it encoun-
tered many objects in the massive proto-Kuiper Belt. Several methods have been
proposed for the capture, but the simplest is that Triton was originally a binary sys-
tem, and when it flew past Neptune, one member of the binary was captured and the
other ejected (Agnor and Hamilton, 2006).
Dynamical captures tend to produce eccentric orbits, as it only takes a slight
change in velocity at closest approach to a planet to transform a hyperbolic approach
orbit to a very eccentric one. However, Triton’s orbit is circular to the accuracy of
the observations (Jacobson et al., 1991). Triton therefore possibly went through a
process of extreme tidal evolution after its capture to leave it in its current orbit.
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This capture and evolution process is especially intriguing, as the observations of the
Kepler space telescope have shown that highly migrated giant planets are common
(Lissauer et al., 2011). Some of these migrated giant exoplanets may have captured
satellites even larger than Triton through the same process.
The structure of this dissertation is four separate but related studies into these
processes. We start with two ongoing processes in the outer solar system, dust impacts
from interplanetary dust particles and secondary dust in the Pluto system. The
impacts of IDPs on icy surfaces could help to explain why the water ice these surfaces
looks so much more crystalline than would be expected. In addition, IDPs can throw
off secondary dust from the small satellites of Pluto, which is then swept up by
Pluto and Charon. We then explore orbital perturbations that happened closer to
the solar system. Staying with the outer edges of our solar system, we analyzed
the effect of solar gravitational perturbations of the orbits of binary minor planets
beyond Neptune. We wrap up by applying this perturbation model to large, Earth-
like captured satellites of exosolar giant planets. The chapters thus progress from the
giant planets to Pluto to the classical Kuiper Belt to finally other star systems.
In Chapter 2, we show that dust impacts onto the surfaces of giant planet icy
satellite and Kuiper Belt Objects (KBOs) can crystallize ice on their surfaces. The
spectra of water ice on the surfaces of these objects indicate that their surface ice is in
a crystalline state. This conflicts with theoretical models, which predict that radiation
(Galactic cosmic rays and solar ultraviolet) should damage the crystalline structure
of ice on geologically short timescales. Temperatures are too low in the outer solar
system for the ice to anneal, and reflectance spectra of these bodies should match
those of amorphous solid water (ASW). We assess whether the kinetic energy de-
posited as heat by micrometeorite impacts on outer solar system bodies is sufficient
to anneal their surface ice down to a near infrared optical depth (350 µm). We cal-
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culate the kinetic energy flux from interplanetary micrometeorite impacts, including
gravitational focusing. We also calculate the thermal diffusion of impact heat in var-
ious surfaces and the rate of annealing of ice. We conclude that the rate of annealing
from micrometeorite impacts is sufficient to explain the crystallinity of ice on nearly
all the surfaces of the saturnian, uranian and neptunian satellites. We discuss how
the model can be used in conjunction with spectra of KBOs to probe dust fluxes in
the Kuiper Belt. This work was published as Porter et al. (2010).
In Chapter 3, we examine the role of intra-system dust in the Pluto system.
The small satellites of Pluto have sufficiently low surface gravity that micrometeorite
impacts can easily produce ejecta that escapes from their surfaces. This ejecta can
either escape from the Pluto system or be swept up by Pluto or its satellites. We show
through n-body integrations that Charon primarily sweeps up lower velocity ejecta,
while Pluto is impacted by dust that is ejected at higher velocities. The dust also
impacts Pluto in different locations depending on its ejection velocity. We show that
the albedo features of Pluto and Charon correspond well to the expected distribution
of impacts from higher velocity small satellite ejecta.
In Chapter 4, we show that the orbits of trans-neptunian binary systems can
be transformed by solar perturbations. Recent observational surveys of TNBs have
dramatically increased the number of known mutual orbits. Our Kozai Cycle Tidal
Friction (KCTF) simulations of synthetic trans-neptunian binaries show that tidal
dissipation in these systems can completely reshape their original orbits. Specifically,
solar torques should have dramatically accelerated the semimajor axis decay and
circularization timescales of primordial (or recently excited) TNBs. As a result, our
initially random distribution of TNBs in our simulations evolved to have a large
population of tight circular orbits. This tight circular population appears for a range
of TNO physical properties, though a strong gravitational quadrupole can prevent
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some from fully circularizing. We introduce a stability parameter to predict the
effectiveness of KCTF on a TNB orbit, and show that a number of known TNBs
must have a large gravitational quadrupole to be stable. This work was published as
Porter and Grundy (2012).
In Chapter 5, we model the orbital evolution of an Earth-like planet captured as
the satellite of an exosolar giant planet. The satellites of extrasolar planets (exo-
moons) have been recently proposed as astrobiological targets. Since giant planets
in the habitable zone are thought to have migrated there, it is possible that they
may have captured a former terrestrial planet or planetesimal. We therefore attempt
to model the dynamical evolution of a terrestrial planet captured into orbit around
a giant planet in the habitable zone of a star. We find that approximately half of
loose elliptical orbits result in stable circular orbits over timescales of less than a
few million years. We also find that those orbits are mostly low-inclination, but
have no prograde/retrograde preference. In addition, we calculate the transit timing
and duration variations for the resulting systems, and find that potentially habitable
Earth-mass exomoons should be detectable. This work was published as Porter and
Grundy (2011).
Finally in Chapter 6, we discuss the commonality of this work and how the four
projects relate to each other. In addition, we discuss future work that could be done
to advance these projects further.
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Chapter 2
MICROMETEORITE IMPACT ANNEALING OF ICE IN THE OUTER SOLAR
SYSTEM
2.1 Introduction
Effectively airless icy objects in the outer solar system — satellites, comets, and
Kuiper Belt Objects (KBOs) — play host to one of the most common but least un-
derstood solid surfaces in the solar system. While spacecraft have observed their
large-scale morphologies, which often are dominated by impact craters and tectonic
features, the nature of their surfaces remain difficult to observe at small scales. Re-
flectance spectra represent the most reliable way of probing the composition of their
surfaces. The dominant features in the reflectance spectra of outer solar system bod-
ies are the vibrational modes of water ice, in the infrared. More detailed modeling
often reveals that their surfaces are porous regoliths of mainly water ice, mixed with
various organics, and a spectrally neutral phase, possibly hydrated silicates (Roush,
2001).
At low pressures below 150 K, water ice can exist in either a crystalline state (either
hexagonal Ih or cubic Ic ice) or as amorphous ice (amorphous solid water; ASW)
(Jenniskens and Blake, 1996). These can be spectrally distinguished by an absorption
feature at 1.65 µm, which is strong in both Ic and Ih (especially at low temperatures:
Mastrapa and Brown (2006)), but is much weaker in ASW. Spectra returned by
the Visual and Infrared Mapping Spectrometer (VIMS) on the NASA/ESA Cassini
spacecraft appear to show that crystalline water is present on the surfaces of nearly
all the airless satellites of Saturn (Filacchione et al., 2007). In addition, ground-
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based spectra of both the regular satellites of Uranus (Bauer et al., 2002; Grundy
et al., 2006) and several Kuiper Belt Objects (KBOs) also appear to show the 1.65
µm feature (Barkume et al., 2008; Cook et al., 2007; Jewitt and Luu, 2004). Nearly
every large (> 200 km) outer solar system body with water ice has shown evidence
of crystalline water ice.
The prevalence of crystalline water ice surfaces beyond Jupiter’s orbit is unex-
pected (Jenniskens and Blake, 1996). Below approximately 150 K, water vapor will
deposit onto a surface as ASW, and can only be annealed to crystalline ice through
the application of external heat (Jenniskens and Blake, 1996). More important, the
crystalline structure of ice can be damaged by radiation; laboratory tests have shown
that both solar ultraviolet (UV) radiation (Leto and Baratta, 2003) and Galactic
cosmic rays (Mastrapa and Brown, 2006) can convert crystalline ice into ASW. The
timescales for this amorphization are on the order of 1500 kyr for Galactic cosmic
rays (GCRs) throughout the outer solar system, and 50 kyr for UV amorphization at
40 AU (assuming that all solar UV photons shortward of 200 nm are as capable, per
photon energy, at amorphizing ice as Lyα photons), decreasing with greater distance
from the Sun (Cook et al., 2007). Some widespread annealing process must therefore
be effectively competing with GCRs and solar UV in order for the 1.65 µm spectral
feature to be so common.
Cook et al. (2007) reviewed several annealing mechanisms in the context of Charon,
all of which are applicable to icy objects in general. A solid-state greenhouse effect,
utilizing ice’s transparency in the visual and opacity in the infrared, was shown to be
ineffective at raising the temperature of surface ice more than a few Kelvin on that
body. Likewise, solid-state convection cannot work effectively to expose subsurface
crystalline ice for surface temperatures below 140 K (at which point ASW would
self-anneal), because the viscosity is too high. Cook et al. (2007) therefore favored
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for Charon the mechanism of cryovolcanism, in which subsurface liquid water erupts
on the surface, freezing on the surface at above 150 K, and preserving its crystalline
structure as it cools to the ambient temperature. Radar mapping by Cassini ap-
pears to show several surface morphologies on Titan that could indicate cryovolcanic
flows (Lopes et al., 2007). In addition, imaging by NASA’s Voyager 2 spacecraft
appeared to show cryovolcanic flow features on both Ariel (Smith et al., 1986) and
Triton (Smith et al., 1989). Desch et al. (2009) have recently shown through thermal
interior modeling that cryovolcanism may be presently acting on many KBOs or icy
satellites at least 600 km in radius and contain ammonia. However, many icy satel-
lites with crystalline ice features are simply too small to sustain cryovolcanism, and
an alternative annealing mechanism is still sought.
One final method reviewed by Cook et al. (2007) was micrometeorite impact an-
nealing. In this process, interplanetary dust particles (IDPs) impact the surface ice
and deposit their kinetic energy as heat. This heat then diffuses into the surrounding
ice, briefly raising its temperature high enough to cause the ice to crystallize (into
either Ic or Ih). Cook et al. (2007) did not favor this mechanism for KBOs or Charon,
because the dust fluxes were thought to be too low (we revisit this point below). How-
ever, because IDPs are gravitationally focused in the gravity wells of large planets
(Krivov et al., 2003), the IDP kinetic energy fluxes at the orbits of the saturnian and
uranian regular satellites can be much enhanced over the values previously inferred
by Cook et al. (2007) for KBOs.
This paper re-examines the role of micrometeorite annealing on the crystallinity
of ice on outer solar system icy bodies. First, the impact annealing process will
be described and quantified. Next, it will be applied to the icy satellites of Saturn,
Uranus, and Neptune. Finally, micrometeorite annealing on KBOs will estimated, and
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methods of using micrometeorite annealing as a probe of Kuiper Belt dust production
will be discussed.
2.2 Modeling Micrometeorite Annealing
In order to quantify the rate at which kinetic energy deposited by micrometeorite
impacts could anneal ice on a surface, we first simulated the effects of a single impact.
Cook et al. (2007) laid the groundwork for this model by estimating the mass of
surface ice raised to greater than 185 K (even if only for a fraction of a second)
during a given impact event. Under conditions appropriate for Charon, they found
that ice approximately ten times the mass of the impactor is annealed. However,
the micrometeorites impacting the moons of Saturn and Uranus are considerably
faster and of higher number density than in the Kuiper Belt, due chiefly to planetary
gravity (see below). We therefore decided to attempt a more rigorous simulation of
the annealing of these moons’ surface ice.
2.2.1 Theoretical Model
For the model, we assumed the micrometeorites implant themselves deeply (many
particle diameters) in the icy regolith, and deposit a fraction ξ of their kinetic en-
ergy as heat where they are stopped. Typically ξ = 2/3, the rest being converted
into mechanical work (Hartmann, 1985). This heat then diffuses spherically outward
through the ice, assumed to be ASW. It is assumed in the calculations that the mi-
crometeorites stop at depths at least 30 times their own radius, justifying spherical
symmetry. Laboratory tests of hypervelocity impacts into silicate regoliths actually
indicate that impactors generally do not penetrate that deep (Hartmann, 1985), so
that some fraction of heat energy necessarily is lost at the surface and does not anneal
ice, effectively lowering ξ.
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While most of the mid-size moons of Saturn have a nearly pure ice surface (Grundy
et al., 1999), the surfaces of the moons of Uranus as well as nearly every KBO have
mixtures of organics and silicates with a lower thermal conductivity than ice (Barkume
et al., 2008; Grundy et al., 2006), which will lead to a higher fraction of ice being
annealed than this model estimates.
In the results described below, we sought to parameterize these limits to the
amount of ASW that a single impact can convert to crystalline ice. For the thermal
model, we therefore set ξ = 1, allowing a lower ξ to be used once the relationship
between energy and mass annealed is known (see Equation 2.6).
Within the model, the ice to be annealed is broken into 300 spherical shells of
equal thickness ∆x. The simulation is initialized by depositing the kinetic energy of
the impactor evenly in the 10 innermost zones. All other zones are initialized at the
given surface temperature. To convert between temperature and energy, we assumed
the following simplified Debye model for specific heat within shell i (bounded by radii
xi−1 and xi):
Ei(T ) =
∫ T
0
MiCP (T
′) dT ′ ≈ ρAT 2, (2.1)
where Mi is the mass within shell i, equal to its volume times the material density
ρ: Mi = (4pi/3)
(
x3i − x3i−1
)
ρ. For the innermost 10 zones corresponding to the im-
pactor, we have assumed parameters appropriate for a silicate IDP (Messenger et al.,
2003), A = 1.4 J kg−1 K−2 [corresponding to a heat capacity of 280 (T/100 K) J kg−1 K−1],
and ρ = 2500 kg m−3. For the surrounding ice, we have assumed A = 3.87 J kg−1 K−2
[corresponding to a heat capacity of 773 (T/100 K) J kg−1 K−1], and ρ = 500 kg m−3,
which implies a regolith porosity of 0.5 (Grundy et al., 1999). We then calculated the
spherically symmetric heat flux (evaluated at the boundaries of zones) to be
Fi = −k ∂T
∂r
∣∣∣∣
xi
= −(ki + ki+1)
2
· Ti+1 − Ti
(xi+1 − xi−1)/2 , (2.2)
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where Fi is the flux from zone i to i+ 1, and the resulting change in internal energy
in zone i over a timestep ∆t to be
∆Ei =
(
4pix2i−1 Fi−1 − 4pix2iFi
)
∆t, (2.3)
where ki, and Ti are the thermal conductivity and temperature within shell i, eval-
uated at its center. We approximated the conductivity of the regolith to be that of
crystalline ice (Klinger, 1980), setting ρ = 0.5 to account for porosity:
k(T ) = 567
(
ρ
1 g cm−3
) (
T
K
)−1
W m−1 K−1 (2.4)
The thermal conductivity of crystalline ice is much higher than ASW (Andersson and
Suga, 2002), and thus a provides a lower limit on the mass annealed. Once the new
thermal energies of all shells are calculated, Equation 2.1 is then inverted to find the
new temperatures within the shells at each timestep.
The temperature within a shell, and the length of time it spends at each temper-
ature, are used to assess whether the ice in the shell is annealed. Based on the data
in Baragiola (2003), we assumed that the time it takes to fully anneal a sample of
amorphous solid water is
tanneal ≈ 8× 1016 exp
(
−0.225 T
K
)
s (2.5)
During each timestep of length ∆t (10−6 s), we assume a fraction ∆t/tanneal << 1
of the ice is annealed.
2.2.2 Implementation and Results
We implemented the model above using a computer program in the C++ language
with inputs of surface ice temperature Tsurf , impactor diameter Dp, and impactor
velocity Vimp, and outputs of mass annealed Manneal and effective diffusion time. We
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then ran this program across a parameter space ranging from Tsurf = 40 − 100 K,
Dp = 10 − 150µm, and Vimp = 1 − 25 km s−1, at increments of 10 K, 10µm, and
1 km s−1. Because the computing time needed to conduct a single impact simulation
is long, we decided to seek an emperical relationship between the inputs and the mass
of ice annealed per impact. We plotted the total mass annealed per impact versus
the impactor’s kinetic energy, and results can be seen in Figure 2.1. Because the
diffusion times were so fast (less than a minute in all but highest energy cases), the
mass annealed was mostly insensitive to the surface ice temperature. In addition,
only the inner few shells were generally vaporized, and quickly recondensed, thus
confirming the calculation of Cook et al. (2007). There did appear to be a strong
power-law correspondence between the mass annealed and the impact energy. Using
a simple regression fit, we found this relationship to be
Manneal ≈ 3.9× 10−7
(
ξ
KE
1 J
)1.33
kg (2.6)
Where KE is the impactor’s kinetic energy, and ξ is the efficiency factor in converting
KE into thermal energy capable of annealing ice, ≈ 2/3 (Hartmann, 1985). Equa-
tion 2.6 also shows that the mass annealed, and thus the annealing rate, is directly
proportional to ξ1.33. The scatter in the plot is mainly due to there being a larger
amount of data points with a moderate kinetic energy (e.g. large and slow or small
and fast IDP) than the upper and lower ends of the energy range.
In order to estimate the effect of a rockier regolith, we ran a modified version of the
above model with a 50% rock, 50% ice composition, with the thermal conductivities
blended in the same way as in Desch et al. (2009). The result was that slightly more
than half the mass of ice was annealed for a given input energy and regolith volume,
resulting in relative crystalline fractions 10-20% higher than for pure ice. The fraction
of ice annealed is mostly a function of the time the ice spends above the annealing
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point, rather than the peak temperature. Thus, the slower thermal conductivity
of the rock in the regolith allows for longer diffusion times, and thus slightly more
annealing. Amorphous ice also has a lower thermal conductivity than crystalline ice,
and versions of the code that accounted for this showed a similar effect. We thus
considered the canonical case (all crystalline conductivity) to be a lower limit to ice
annealed per impact.
Finally, we constructed a third model to represent the case where the microme-
teorite distributes its energy equally along a linear path down to 350 µm, the opti-
cal depth of ice for 1.6 µm near infrared (NIR). Since there is no energy difference
along the path, and thus no vertical thermal diffusion, this can be modeled as a
one-dimensional cylindrical geometry, with heat diffusing perpendicular to the path.
Since the major bottleneck to annealing in the spherical case was in transporting
the heat initially out of the micrometeorite, the larger initial heated volume of the
linear case promised a higher annealed mass. This did indeed turn out to be the case
for most impact energies, with the linear pure ice model annealing up to a factor
of ten more ice than the spherical pure ice model (Eq. 2.6). On the other hand,
micrometeorites at the smaller / slower end of the considered range tended to dump
their energy into the ice too fast, annealing as little as a quarter of the ice annealed
in the spherical case. Since the actual diffusion geometry in real impacts would be
somewhere in between these two end members, we considered the model fit to the
spherical case to be a realistic conservative estimate.
2.3 Annealing on Icy Satellites
Observing the surfaces of airless icy satellites is on the one hand eased by the lack
of any substantial interference other than telluric, but is also complicated by their
small angular size. Grundy et al. (1999) provide a very comprehensive collection
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of near-infrared ground-based spectra for large icy satellites. Europa and Ganymede
both show noticeable 1.65 µm features, while the rockiness of Callisto mostly obscures
the vibrational modes of water. Likewise, Iapetus, Rhea, Dione, Tethys, Enceladus,
and the A and B rings all show deep absorption features at 1.65 µm. This has been
confirmed by measurements from Cassini (Filacchione et al., 2007), and crystallinity
maps are available for Enceladus (Newman et al., 2008). Ground-based spectra also
show crystalline ice on all of the five regular satellites of Uranus, though the signal-to-
noise for Umbriel is low due to the small amount of exposed ice on its surface (Bauer
et al., 2002; Grundy et al., 1999, 2006).
2.3.1 Dust Sources
Micrometeorites that impact icy satellites can have two sources: interplanetary
dust swept up by the planet’s gravity; and dust particles native to the planetary
system. Dust in orbit around the planet naturally imparts less kinetic energy onto
satellites, due to its lower velocity relative to the satellites; it is therefore only com-
petitive with IDPs at very high densities, such as in a planetary ring. The only dense
ring known to hold large satellites is the E-ring of Saturn. Measurements of dust flux
by the Cassini spacecraft appear to show that Enceladus is the source of the E-ring
dust (Spahn et al., 2006). As can be seen in Figure 2.2, only at Enceladus is the
E-ring dense enough to have a kinetic energy flux comparable to (though lower than)
IDPs at the same radius. The primary dust source for micrometeorite annealing on
icy satellites is therefore interplanetary dust particles.
Dust densities are difficult to measure obsevationally, and so spacecraft mission
offer the best dust data for the outer solar system. The first in-situ measurements of
IDPs beyond the orbit of Jupiter were made by NASA’s Pioneer 10 and 11 spacecraft
in the 1970s (Humes, 1980). Though the Pioneer 11 detector was saturated during
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its close encounter with Saturn, the Pioneer 10 detector reported the interplanetary
dust flux out to 18 AU. It found that the spatial density of particles ≥ 10−12 kg was
nearly constant from Jupiter out to 18 AU, implying that Uranus encounters a similar
flux as Saturn. Divine (1993) modeled this data and Krivov et al. (2003) adapted it to
find a dust flux of 1.8 ×10−16 kg m−2 s−1 at Saturn; applying their modeling we expect
a flux at Uranus of 1.2 ×10−16 kg m−2 s−1. Further modeling by Liou and Zook (1999)
has revealed the two-dimensional structure of Kuiper Belt dust, and implies that the
dust spatial density is similar at Neptune to Uranus (see their Figure 7). Scaling for
orbital velocity, we can then assume the IDP flux at Neptune to be approximately
1.0 × 10−16 kg m−2 s−1. Experimental confirmation of these fluxes is being collected
now by the Student Dust Counter on NASA’s New Horizons spacecraft, which passed
the orbit of Saturn in June 2008 and will reach Pluto in July 2015 (Hora´nyi et al.,
2008). The Student Dust Counter has a sensitivity down to 10−15 kg, and so could
detect whole populations of IDPs missed by Pioneer 10.
2.3.2 Gravitational Focusing
To find the amount of ice that could be annealed by IDPs, we need to find the
kinetic energy they deposit on the satellites’ surfaces. As an IDP enters a planet’s
Hill radius, it is accelerated towards the planet. Thus, both the velocity and the
number of IDPs increases dramatically close to the planet. Colombo et al. (1966)
found (using energy conservation arguments) the velocity scaling as a dust particle
approaches a planet to be the sum in quadrature of the IDP’s heliocentric velocity
and the planetocentric escape velocity:
vimp
v∞imp
=
√
1 +
2GMp
r(v∞imp)2
, (2.7)
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where Mp is the planet’s mass, r the distance from the planet, and v
∞
imp is the dust’s
distant velocity relative to the planet, assumed here to be the planet’s orbital velocity
times
√
e2 + i2, where e ≈ i ≈ 0.3. Spahn et al. (2006) corrected Colombo et al. (1966)
to find the number density scaling to be
nimp
n∞imp
=
1
2
vimp
v∞imp
+
1
2
[(
vimp
v∞imp
)2
−
(
Rp
r
)2(
1 +
2GMp
Rp(v∞imp)2
)]1/2
. (2.8)
The velocity with which an IDP impacts a satellite is a combination of both its
velocity relative to the planet, as well as the satellite’s planetocentric velocity, Vsat.
If we assume that a median impact is perpendicular to the satellite’s orbit, we can
find the average kinetic energy on impact, KEimp = (1/2)mimpV
2
net, where the impact
velocity is
Vnet =
√
V 2sat +
(
Vimp
V ∞imp
V ∞imp
)2
. (2.9)
To account for the eccentricity of satellites’ orbits, the kinetic energy flux was nu-
merically integrated and averaged over a full orbit. Since nearly all these satellites
have circular orbits, this was generally a negligible effect, although the annealing rate
on the highly eccentric satellite Nereid was doubled compared to the case where its
orbit had zero eccentricity. Knowing the average kinetic energy imparted per impact,
Equation 2.6 was used to find the mean mass of ice annealed per micrometeorite
impact, m¯anneal.
The annealing rate was then found by multiplying the mass annealed per impact
by the number of impacts with this energy. This is related to the flux of kinetic
energy onto the satellites,
KEflux =
(
F∞imp
v∞imp
)(
nimp
n∞imp
)
V 3net
2
(2.10)
where F∞imp is the distant mass flux of IDPs in kg m
−2 s−1. The rate at which ice is
annealed on the surface of a satellite (mass per area per time) is then straightforwardly
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found to be (KEflux/KEimp) m¯anneal, and the timescale to anneal all but 1/e of the
ice down to a depth dice is
τanneal ≈ 0.63 diceρice KEimp
KEflux m¯anneal
. (2.11)
2.3.3 Ice Amorphization
The most effective process micrometeorite annealing has to compete with is the
conversion of crystalline water ice into amorphous solid water by either ultraviolet
or GCR ion irradiation. Leto and Baratta (2003) have shown that low-temperature
(16 K) ice exposed to Lyman α radiation will have its spectral signature transformed
from crystalline (strong 1.65 µm feature) to amorphous (weak 1.65 µm feature) with a
dosage of ≈ 10 eV/molecule. Likewise, Mastrapa and Brown (2006) have shown that
a similar dose of protons is sufficient to amorphize ice at 40 K, but starts to become
ineffective above 50 K. Since the H2O ice temperatures reported by Grundy et al.
(1999) for the Saturnian and Uranian systems are all above 70K, the efficiency of
radiation amorphization per eV of dose should be considerably lower for icy satellites
than in the colder Kuiper Belt. On the other hand, while the GCR dose is smaller
closer to the Sun (deeper into the solar magnetosphere), the UV flux is much larger, as
it scales with total solar flux. We therefore used a constant amorphization timescale
of 1500 kyr for Galactic cosmic rays (GCRs) throughout the outer solar system. Solar
wind particle radiation was not considered, as it is sufficiently weak in the outer solar
system that GCRs dominate the radiation dose. We also did not consider the effects
of sputtering from either GCRs or the IDPs themselves, as the yields are very low
compared to the expected annealing and amorphization rates. In addition, sputtered
H2O would probably recondense in the regolith (Hapke, 1986) with sufficient thermal
energy to form crystalline ice.
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Cook et al. (2007) estimated that the UV amorphization timescale to be ≈40 kyr
to anneal the fraction (1 − e−1 ≈ 63%) of crystalline ice down to 0.35 mm, the 1/e
optical depth of ice at 1.65 µm. Considering the constraints above, we estimate the
lower limit to the UV amorphization time τamor to be 150 kyr, 100 kyr, and 50 kyr,
for the saturnian, uranian, and neptunian systems, respectively. Since both τamor and
τanneal are timescales to modify ≈ 63% of the ice, their relative proportion gives the
fraction of ice currently in steady state crystalline form on an icy satellite’s surface:
%Crystalline =
τamor
τanneal + τamor
· 100% (2.12)
It should also be noted that Mastrapa et al. (2008) have shown that only a 20%
fraction of crystalline ice is sufficient to make a sample’s spectra look nearly fully
crystalline. Therefore, a crystalline fraction greater than 20% should be considered
sufficient to explain most observed crystalline features.
2.3.4 Icy Satellite Results
Table 2.1 lists the results of the above analysis for several icy satellites. In gen-
eral, micrometeorite impact heating was found to be effective in annealing amorphous
solid water into crystalline ice in fractions that can explain observed icy satellite spec-
tra. Specifically, the number density and velocity scaling from gravitational focusing
greatly increased the effectiveness of micrometeorites, by up to three orders of magni-
tude. In addition, the increased dust densities closer to the Sun allowed for generally
higher crystalline fractions at Saturn relative to Neptune. This, though, appears to
be a second-order effect when compared to gravitational focusing from the planets.
The three icy satellites of Jupiter have surface temperatures that could self-anneal
amorphous ice (Grundy et al., 1999), but also inhabit the very high radiation environ-
ment of the jovian magnetosphere. Determining the effect, therefore, of micromete-
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orite impacts on surface crystallinity is difficult; for a full treatment, see Hansen and
McCord (2004). Nonetheless, we calculate that the micrometeorite annealing times
for Europa, Ganymede, and Callisto to be 2.3 kyr, 6.7 kyr, and 24 kyr, respectively.
The saturnian system boasts a great variety of icy satellites, and their wide range
of orbits shows the effectiveness of gravitational focusing. While close-in Mimas is
annealed very rapidly (4.4 kyr), distant Phoebe is only annealed in 14 Myr. Ence-
ladus’s active endogenic processes (Waite et al., 2006) may mask any effect of IDP
micrometeorites, especially in the southern hemisphere. However, on the apparently
more geologically quiescent Mimas, Tethys, Dione, Rhea, and Iapetus, micrometeorite
annealing may be the dominant active process controlling the observed ice spectra.
Hyperion and Phoebe are both irregular, low density objects whose pockmarked sur-
faces may act as blackbody cavities to mask their thermal infrared spectral structure
(Cooper et al., 2002). However, their surface ice could still be noticeably affected by
micrometeorite impact heating. Titan was obviously not considered due to its dense
atmosphere.
Uranus has five regular satellites orbiting around its askew rotational axis. Though
this means that the effective day/night cycle on these moons is 84 years, this is
sufficiently lower than the predicted annealing and amorphization timescales as to not
be a concern. The regular spacing of their orbits also shows very well the drop-off of
gravitational focusing with distance from the host planet. The uranian satellites have
considerably more non-icy material on their surfaces than the similar-sized moons of
Saturn, but still show strong crystalline ice spectral signatures. This corresponds well
with the predicted annealing timescales, which range from 121 kyr for Mimas, to 2.4
Myr for Oberon.
The satellite system of Neptune is less regular, but could offer a better test of
micrometeorite annealing. The close-in proximity of Proteus to the planet allows for
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a comparable annealing rate to Rhea. Triton is probably a captured dwarf planet
from the Kuiper Belt (Agnor and Hamilton, 2006), and the active geysers and surface
features observed on it by the NASA Voyager 2 probe may mask any IDP anneal-
ing signature. Nereid is notable for its highly eccentric orbit (e=0.75) which nearly
doubles its annealing rate, but not enough to effectively anneal its surface.
To see the upper bound of the annealing based on uncertainties in the Pioneer 10
data, Table 2.1 lists the effectiveness of multiplying IDP fluxes by ten. This increases
the number of satellites on which micrometeorite annealing is effective by one or two
per planetary system. Likewise, assuming that UV amorphization is ineffective, and
the Galactic Cosmic Ray (GCR) amorphization timescale is ≈ 1.5 Myr, allows all but
the most distant satellites to be crystalline.
2.4 Discussion
In addition to the possible diffusion geometries discussed above, some uncertainty
in these estimates comes from the estimate of ξ. This estimate is based on relatively
low velocity (<5 km/s) laboratory tests onto silicate (versus icy) powders. Additional
experimentation would help to constrain this value for high velocity impacts onto
cryogenic ices. Also, better constraints on the interplanetary dust flux beyond Jupiter
would be very beneficial to estimating annealing rates. The Student Dust Counter on
the New Horizons spacecraft will help considerably with this, as will New Horizon’s
direct observations of Pluto and Charon.
The nature of these calculations also allowed for an estimate of the total mass of
IDP material that would accumulate on the surfaces of these satellites. Multiplying
the gravitationally-focused mass flux by 4.0 Gyr produced a mass density ranging
from 300 kg/m2 (for Mimas) to 30 kg/m2 (for Phoebe). If all these particles had
a mean density of 2500 kg/m3 (as assumed above), and were stacked with a 50%
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porosity, they would be 240 mm and 24 mm deep, respectively. While this is deeper
than our assumed penetration depths for IDPs, they are reasonable depths to be fully
mixed into the regolith by impact gardening in 4.0 Gyr. In addition, if the IDP are
sourced mainly from comets and KBO, they could be mostly water ice themselves.
Observationally testing the effectiveness of micrometeorite annealing from Earth
requires a well-constrained comparison. The irregular satellites of Neptune could be
used, as they all recieve the same solar and galactic illumination, are small enough
that endogenic processes would not affect their spectra, but experience a broad range
of gravitationally-focused dust velocities. Proteus and Nereid have very different
predicted annealing rates, and thus could represent opposite endmembers of microm-
eteorite annealing effectiveness. The spectra of Nereid obsevered by Brown et al.
(1999) show water ice, but not at sufficient resolution to measure crystallinity. Like-
wise, HST NICMOS photometry of Proteus did not cover the 1.65 µm feature (Dumas
et al., 2003). Future near IR obsevations of theses two satellites are thus required to
use them as tests of micrometoerite annealing.
Micrometeorite annealing appears to be effective for most icy satellites, raising the
question of how much effect this process may have on Kuiper Belt Objects (KBOs).
Since the lower temperatures of the Kuiper Belt allow for faster radiation amorphiza-
tion times, and considering the lack of a giant planet to gravitationally focus IDPs,
the immediate answer would seem to be that annealing should be minimal on these
objects. However, the Kuiper Belt is potentially the dustiest part of the solar system
(Liou and Zook, 1999). Since no in-situ dust data is available yet for beyond the or-
bit of Uranus, current models for Kuiper Belt dust are based on dust measurements
farther in, and inferences about the rate of inward migration. These models tend to
show a peak in dust density at around 40-45 AU. If this true, then KBOs passing
through this region could be effectively annealed by micrometeorites.
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To quantify this effect, Table 2.2 lists the IDP fluxes required to anneal a variety of
Kuiper Belt objects to 20% crystalline. The UV and GCR amorphization timescales
used are the same as previously calculated by Cook et al. (2007) for Charon (40
kyr and 1.5 Myr, respectively). The range of these two timescales thus provides a
upper and lower limit to the minimum required dust flux for annealing to be effective.
Since the regression fit used in Equation 2.6 is more appropriate for higher thermal
and kinetic energies, the full thermal diffusion model was applied to each case. The
calculations were made by integrating each object across its orbit to find the mean
kinetic energy flux per a constant mass flux. Generally, the KBOs required an order
magnitude less dust than Pioneer 10 observed at Uranus (1.0× 10−16 kg s−1m−2) to
compete with UV amorphization, and even less to compete with galactic cosmic rays.
Since not all of these objects appear to have large amounts of water ice on their
surfaces, measuring the crystalline/amorphous ratio can difficult. Values that have
been reported in the literature thus far include Orcus at 50% crystalline (Barucci
et al., 2008), Quaoar at 50% (Jewitt and Luu, 2004), Charon at 90% (Cook et al.,
2007), and Haumea (formerly 2003 EL61) at 66-80% (Trujillo et al., 2007) or 40-
60% (Pinilla-Alonso et al., 2009). Haumea is an interesting case; it has a highly
irregular shape, a rapid rotation rate, and a surface that appears to be mostly water ice
(Rabinowitz et al., 2006; Lacerda et al., 2008; Trujillo et al., 2007). Impact annealing
could be effective on its surface, explaining its crystallinity without need for surface
cryovolcanism. Indeed, as Table 2.2 shows, micrometeorite annealing is potentially a
very effective process for crystallizing surface ice across the Kuiper Belt.
In summary, micrometeorite annealing is effective for most icy satellites. The
micrometeorite impact heating process was modeled diffusively for an icy regolith,
allowing for the estimation of mass annealed per impact as a function of impact
kinetic energy. In addition, the gravitational focusing of IDPs by giant planets can
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considerably increase the micrometeorite kinetic energy flux onto the surfaces of their
satellites. These can then be combined to calculate the amount of time to anneal the
surface of an icy satellite. UV and ion irradiation work to reverse this process, but
not effectively so for nearly all the saturnian and uranian satellites. This model has
the potential to explain some of the crystalline ice present on Kuiper Belt Objects
and could be expanded to use the crystalline fraction measured for KBOs as a probe
of dust fluxes in the Kuiper Belt.
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Figure 2.1: Mass of ice annealed as a function of impactor kinetic energy and surface
temperature. The symbols are data points produced by the diffusion simulation, and
the line is a regression fit.
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orbits of Mimas, Enceladus, and Tethys.
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Vnet nimp/ Annealing % Crystalline Annealing effective with:
Object (km/s) n∞imp Time (kyr) w/UV Amor. UV GCR 10x IDPs
Mimas 25.3 12.7 4.39 97.2 Yes Yes Yes
Enceladus 22.5 10.7 7.90 95.0 Yes Yes Yes
Tethys 20.5 9.21 12.9 92.1 Yes Yes Yes
Dione 18.3 7.69 22.9 86.8 Yes Yes Yes
Rhea 15.9 6.03 49.0 75.4 Yes Yes Yes
Hyperion 9.73 3.00 567 20.9 Yes Yes Yes
Iapetus 7.55 1.88 2290 6.16 No Yes Yes
Phoebe 5.15 1.26 13500 1.10 No Maybe No
Miranda 12.1 6.88 121 45.3 Yes Yes Yes
Ariel 10.5 5.24 264 27.5 Yes Yes Yes
Umbriel 9.10 4.19 557 15.2 Maybe Yes Yes
Titania 7.71 3.05 1390 6.72 No Yes Yes
Oberon 6.89 2.57 2460 3.91 No Yes Yes
Proteus 13.6 12.4 42.2 54.2 Yes Yes Yes
Triton 9.42 5.41 364 12.1 Maybe Yes Yes
Nereid 3.12 1.34 65200 0.0767 No No No
Table 2.1: Micrometeorite annealing results for the saturnian, uranian, and nep-
tunian satellite systems. ‘GCR’ discounts all amorphization but by galactic cosmic
rays, and ‘10x IDPs’ scales the IDP flux by ten while assuming UV amorphization.
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Semimajor Vnet Needed F
∞
imp(kg s
−1m−2):
Object axis (AU) (km/s) UV GCR
Orcus 39.2 2.48 1.9e-17 5.1e-19
Charon 39.5 2.61 1.9e-17 5.0e-19
Pluto 39.5 3.25 1.6e-17 4.4e-19
Haumea 43.1 2.79 1.8e-17 4.9e-19
Quaoar 43.6 2.64 1.8e-17 4.9e-19
Makemake 45.8 2.69 1.9e-17 5.1e-19
Eris 67.7 2.85 1.8e-17 4.9e-19
Sedna 526 1.02 1.4e-16 3.6e-18
Table 2.2: Micrometeorite annealing results for selected Kuiper Belt objects. F∞imp
is the IDP mass flux required to produce an annealed fraction of 20%, and assumes
an amorphization time of 40 kyr for UV and 1.5 Myr for GCR.
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Chapter 3
EJECTA TRANSFER WITHIN THE PLUTO SYSTEM
3.1 Motivation
Pluto and its satellites form a uniquely complex dynamical system. Pluto and
Charon are a true binary system with a mass ratio of 8.6 to 1 (Tholen et al., 2008),
and a center of mass about 1130 km (0.98 Pluto radii) above the surface of Pluto.
Around them orbit several small satellites, Nix and Hydra (Weaver et al., 2006), P/4
(Showalter et al., 2011), and P/5 (Showalter et al., 2012). The small satellites follow
circular orbits centered on the Pluto-Charon center of mass and coplanar with the
Pluto-Charon orbital plane. These orbits are stable, however only a slight change in
eccentricity or inclination would lead to chaotic trajectories (Youdin et al., 2012). It
is therefore not trivial to predict the behavior of dust in the Pluto system.
Impacts onto Jupiter’s innermost four satellites (from inner to outer, Metis, Adrastea,
Amalthea, and Thebe) produce faint rings of short-lived dust particles (Burns et al.,
1999). This dust is typically ejecta from impacts of interplanetary dust particles
(IDPs) onto the inner satellites, and has a mean grain size of 5 µm. Observations
from the Spitzer space telescope have shown that Saturn hosts a similar (but much
larger) impact generated ring, formed from material ejected from the retrograde irreg-
ular satellite Phoebe (Verbiscer et al., 2009). The Phoebe ring extends inwards from
Phoebe’s orbit to the outermost regular satellite of Saturn, Iapetus. The ring material
is swept up by Iapetus, accumulating over the age of the solar system approximately
20 cm of material, globally averaged (Verbiscer et al., 2009). Importantly, though,
the Phoebe ring impacts are not isotropic on the surface of Iapetus, but are instead
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preferentially on the leading hemisphere. This accumulation of dark Phoebe material
on the leading hemisphere and relatively clean water ice trailing hemisphere explains
the wildly different albedo of the two hemispheres.
Thiessenhusen et al. (2002) suggested that Pluto and Charon are surrounded by
a cloud of dust ejected from their surfaces, similar to Jupiter’s impact-generated
rings. This was difficult to show for dust from Pluto or Charon, though, as it would
require a significant fraction of its impact velocity to escape from their surfaces. Stern
et al. (2006) then suggested that impact ejecta dust from the newly discovered small
satellites Nix and Hydra could produce temporary dust rings. The small satellites
have much lower surface escape velocities, and so could potentially eject much more
dust into the system. Steffl and Stern (2007) measured an upper limit for any dust in
the system which they used to limit the dust particle lifetime to approximately 900
years. Poppe and Hora´nyi (2011) and Pires dos Santos et al. (2013) both performed
numerical simulations of dust particles ejected from Nix and Hydra, with Pires dos
Santos et al. (2013) adding the additional complication of solar radiation pressure for
dust grains of various sizes. They were able show that a significant fraction of ejected
dust particles larger than 10 µm are able to orbit Pluto-Charon for timescales greater
than 200 years, thus potentially providing a collision hazard to the New Horizons
spacecraft when it flies through the system (Young et al., 2008).
Poppe and Hora´nyi (2011) and Pires dos Santos et al. (2013) also showed that
the small satellite ejecta generally transfers inward, producing secondary impacts on
Pluto and Charon. Here, we reproduce their simulations, but focusing on the impacts
rather than the long-lived dust trajectories. In addition to estimating the fraction of
small satellite ejecta which impacts Pluto and Charon, we also estimate the spatial
distribution of those impacts on Pluto and Charon. Over time, the small satellites
could have transfered a considerable amount of material to the surfaces of Pluto and
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Charon. If the spatial distribution of the those impacts is sufficiently unique, it may
produce observable features on those surfaces.
3.2 Simulations
We performed a large number of computational simulations of dust trajectories
after being ejected from a small satellite. In these simulations, we randomizing the
start time and the initial direction of the dust particle relative to the source satellite.
These simulations used a variable-timestep implicit 8th-order (with embedded 6th-
order) Runge-Kutta-Nystrom integrator (Cash, 2005) to directly evolve the N-Body
system consisting of Pluto, Charon, Nix, Hydra, and the dust particle. In addition to
mutual gravitation between Pluto and its satellites, we also included solar gravitation
and solar radiation pressure. For the radiation pressure, we assumed the dust particle
was roughly spherical, and so the acceleration on the particle was:
~¨r =
3
8pi
LQpr
cρ
~r
r3D
(3.1)
~¨r ≈ 1.1× 1012 km
4
day2
~r
r3D
(3.2)
where L is the solar luminosity, Qpr is the radiation pressure efficiency (assumed
to be unity), c is the speed of light in a vacuum, ρ is the density of the dust grain
(assumed to be 1 g/cm3), ~r is a vector from the Sun to the dust, and D is the
diameter of the dust grain. Following after Pires dos Santos et al. (2013), we did not
include Poynting-Robertson forces nor any non-spherical gravity fields, as both are
very small for this case.
Since both gravity and radiation pressure are conservative forces, we were able
to use a symplectic integrator, reducing both the numerical error and the execution
time. Because the integrator is implicit, it performs several iterations per timestep,
integrating the system forwards and backwards until the two converge. If they do
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not converge, then the system is moving too fast for the given timestep, and a new,
smaller timestep is attempted instead. Physically, this only occurs when the dust
particle is close enough to one of the other objects that it accelerates rapidly, as it
does right before an impact occurs.
We used the state vector and masses for Pluto, Charon, Nix, and Hydra from
Tholen et al. (2008) as an initial condition, and evolved it forward a using the N-
Body integrator for random amount of time, up to x days. We then chose a random
unit vector for the dust ejection direction (~urandom), using the algorithm given in
Knop (1970). The dust’s initial position (~rdust) and velocity (~vdust) were then:
~rdust = ~rsource + ((Rsource + 100m) · ~urandom) (3.3)
~vdust = ~vsource + (vejection · ~urandom) (3.4)
This starts the dust particle 100 meters above the surface of the source satellite (to
prevent an immediate recollision), and travelling vertically up from the local surface
(assuming the source is spherical). The ejection speed (vejection) and dust diameter
are given values, and remain constant for each set of simulations.
Impacts, when the dust particle is within the nominal radius of another object,
are checked for at the start of each timestep. If an impact is detected, the simulation
is stopped and the final state output. All the impacts were detected within 10% of
the nominal radius of the object, and most within 0.1%. Thus, the implicit integrator
is sufficiently responsive to detect impacts at or near the surfaces. The simulations
was also stopped if the dust exceeded a maximum distance from Pluto (1.2×107
km, approximately twice Pluto’s Hill Radius), or if the dust exceeded the maximum
allowed lifetime (106 days).
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3.3 Results
Once a dust particle leaves the surface of its source satellite, it can have one of
three different fates. If its velocity relative to its source is low enough, it will follow
an orbit similar to the source, and reimpact after a few orbits. This happened for all
our simulations with an ejection velocity smaller than 40 m/s. Alternatively, the dust
particle can have enough velocity to escape from the Pluto system. This happened
for all of our simulations with ejection velocities larger than 400 m/s, as well as most
of the rest of the simulations. In addition to the dust particles that are initially
ejected fast enough to escape, many slower particles also escaped after having a close
encounter with either Pluto or Charon.
The third potential fate is for the dust particle to impact the surface of another
body, chiefly Pluto or Charon. For a given ejection velocity and particle size, this only
occurred in less than 20% of simulations, and typically much less. The probability
of impact was mostly a function of ejection velocity. Charon impacts were primarily
low-speed ejecta just fast enough to prevent reimpacting the source. Pluto-impacting
dust, on the other hand, was typically ejected at slightly higher velocities. The impact
velocities were just faster than the surface escape velocities of Pluto or Charon, and
therefore nearly an order of magnitude faster than the ejection velocities from the
small satellites.
3.3.1 Dust Trajectories
All the ejected dust particles follow orbits dominated by the Pluto-Charon barycen-
ter. If the particle’s ejection velocity is fast enough, it will leave the system on a
hyperbolic trajectory. Since the small satellites are on almost-circular orbits relative
to the barycenter, the minimum escape velocity is
√
2 times their orbital velocity.
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This equates to a barycenter-relative velocity of about 200 m/s for Nix and 173 m/s
for Hydra. The smallest-magnitude ejection velocity vector for direct escape is from
the center of the leading hemisphere (and slightly Pluto-ward, due to the curve of the
orbit) which equates to an ejection speed of 59 m/s for Nix and 50 m/s for Hydra.
Any dust ejected slower than this can only escape through a close encounter with
Pluto or Charon. Dust ejected from the trailing hemisphere of the small satellites, on
the other hand, must be going fast enough to both cancel out the satellite’s velocity
and then escape from the system. This requires an ejection speed of 340 m/s for Nix
and 296 m/s for Hydra. Any dust ejected faster than this, regardless of direction,
will immediately leave the system.
These different regimes can be seen clearly in Figures 3.1 to 3.4. Only a very small
amount of dust ejected at 400 m/s or faster impacts either Pluto or Charon, and only
then because their trajectories out of the system happen to intersect with the large
bodies. Charon impacts predominately come from dust ejected at slow velocities
with periapses close to Charon’s orbit. The peak in Charon impacts for both Nix
and Hydra dust is centered close to the minimum escape velocities (50 and 59 m/s,
respectively), which corresponds to the maximum likelihood of a bound orbit which
will not reimpact the source. The number of Charon impacts then falls off for higher
velocities.
Pluto impacts, on the other hand, show a double-peaked structure. Most Pluto
impacts have ejection velocities between 50 and 200 m/s. This range easily produces
initially bound orbits with periapses close to the barycenter, and therefore Pluto.
The dust particle then eventually impacts Pluto, generally after less than 20 periapse
passages. The second peak for Pluto impacts is for similar velocities as Charon
impacts. These trajectories initially are similar to Charon impacts, but instead have
a close encounter with Charon and are perturbed into similarly tight orbits to the
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higher velocity ejecta. Pluto thus sweeps up a much wider range of ejecta velocities
than Charon.
3.3.2 Effects of Radiation Pressure
To probe the effect of radiation pressure on the dust trajectories, we repeated all
of our simulations for particle grain sizes of 1, 10, 100, and 1000 µm. The basic effect
was to increase the lifetime of the smallest particles at the slowest speeds (ejection
velocity around 50 m/s), delaying the time until they either impact or are ejected.
This in turn increased the Charon encounter rate, and therefore the number of both
Pluto and Charon impacts for the slow ejecta. At higher velocities the dust particle
size (and thus radiation pressure) had little effect on the impact rate.
3.3.3 Impact Locations
Figure 3.5 shows the longitudinal distribution of Nix dust impacts on Pluto and
Charon, and Figure 3.6 does the same for Hydra dust.
Charon impacts are clearly more common for low velocity dust, and are concen-
trated on the leading, anti-Pluto quadrant. This corresponds to impacts of dust
which is moving faster than Charon. Dust approaching Charon on both the inbound
and outbound leg of the orbit will favor this quadrant. Dust on the inbound leg is
moving slower as it approaches Charon than dust outbound from a periapse passage,
simply due to Kepler’s Third Law and the typically large eccentricity of the dust’s
orbit. Thus, the inbound dust has a lower relative velocity to Charon and will impact
faster, while the outbound dust will take longer to impact. Both of these result in a
preference for the anti-Pluto hemisphere. And since the dust’s barycentric velocity is
faster than Charon, the impacts are preferentially on the leading hemisphere. Thus,
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the leading, anti-Pluto quadrant of Charon receives most impacts from small satellite
ejecta.
Pluto impacts show a transition between slow dust impacting the trailing, Charon-
facing quadrant and faster dust impacting the leading, anti-Charon quadrant. At
low velocities, the inverse of the Charon impact scenario occurs. The dust is moving
slower than Pluto relative to the barycenter, and so the trailing hemisphere is favored.
Also, because the dust is moving slower, there is a much larger cross-section for it
to impact on the Charon-facing hemisphere. The peak in Pluto impacts is when the
typical Pluto-relative velocity during an encounter is close to zero. This occurs for
ejections at around 150 m/s and results in a near-uniform longitudinal distribution
of impacts. At higher velocities, the final trajectory of the impactor more closely
resembles the Charon impactors.
3.4 Discussion
Figure 3.7 shows the albedo longitudinal distribution of Pluto and Charon from
(Buie et al., 2010) reformatted to be the same as Figures 3.5 and 3.6. These maps
only used the albedoes from 40◦N to 40◦S in order to account for the lack of data
south of 45◦S. Pluto’s most dominant features are a bright patch on the leading, anti-
Charon quadrant, which is next to a very dark patch on the trailing, anti-Charon
quadrant. The Charon-facing hemisphere has an intermediate albedo between the
anti-Charon extremes. Charon, on the other hand, has a relatively featureless terrain
(to the resolution of these maps), with a much darker overall albedo than Pluto.
Comparing the albedoes and impact distributions, it is immediately clear that
unless the small satellites have similar albedoes to Charon, it is unlikely that much
dust is ejected at low velocities. Otherwise, the prominent concentration of impacts
on Charon’s leading, anti-Pluto quadrant would be more obvious. Instead, the albedo
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maps fit much better to the higher ejection velocities, with few Charon impacts and
many impacts on Pluto’s leading, anti-Charon quadrant. Assuming that the dust
particles are primarily high albedo, their concentration on this quadrant would help
to explain the bright spot, while the dark patch on the trailing, anti-Charon quadrant
is simply the equatorial region that receives the least amount of dust impacts.
3.5 Conclusions
Dust ejected from the small satellites of the Pluto system can impact both Pluto
and Charon. Charon impacts are much more likely from low-velocity ejections, be-
tween 40 and 60 m/s. These impacts are concentrated on the leading, anti-Pluto
quadrant of Charon. Pluto impacts are most likely for higher ejection velocities
(125-175 m/s), but occur for low velocity ejections too. Impacts from low-velocity
ejections are centered on the trailing, Charon-facing quadrant of Pluto, impacts from
high-velocity ejections are centered on the leading, anti-Charon quadrant, and ve-
locities in between are uniform in longitude. Comparison of simulated impact fluxes
and observed albedo maps shows the best match for high-velocity ejecta, potentially
helping to explain Pluto’s albedo distribution.
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Figure 3.1: Fraction of Nix ejecta which impact Pluto as a function of ejection
velocity and particle size. The vertical dashed lines correspond to the minimum
escape ejection velocity from the leading and trailing points of Nix.
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Figure 3.2: Fraction of Nix ejecta which impact Charon as a function of ejection
velocity and particle size.
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Figure 3.3: Fraction of Hydra ejecta which impact Pluto as a function of ejection
velocity and particle size. The vertical dashed lines correspond to the minimum
escape ejection velocity from the leading and trailing points of Hydra.
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Figure 3.4: Fraction of Hydra ejecta which impact Charon as a function of ejection
velocity and particle size.
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Figure 3.5: Longitudinal distribution of impacts from Nix for four different ejection
velocities. The impact flux unit F is normalized to 104 impacts per degree longitude
per ejected dust particle. Pluto is the larger circle, Charon the smaller. Both are
viewed from the orbital north pole, with their barycentric directions of motion indi-
cated by the arrows. Note that Pluto’s tight orbit means that the leading point is
significantly offset from the leading hemisphere, as is the trailing point.
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Figure 3.6: Longitudinal distribution of impacts from Hydra for four different ejec-
tion velocities. Pluto and Charon are as in Figure 3.5.
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Figure 3.7: Longitudinal albedo maps of Pluto and Charon as observed with HST
ACS/HRC in the F435W (blue) and F555W (visual) bands and reported in Buie
et al. (2010). To account for the lack of data in the south, only latitudes from 40◦N
to 40◦S are considered. Pluto and Charon are as in Figure 3.5.
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Chapter 4
KCTF EVOLUTION OF TRANS-NEPTUNIAN BINARIES:
CONNECTING FORMATION TO OBSERVATION
4.1 Motivation
Trans-neptunian binary systems (TNBs) constitute at least 10% of the objects
between 30 and 70 AU (Stephens and Noll, 2006), and up to 30% of the Cold Classical
Kuiper Belt (Noll et al., 2008b). As of spring 2012, 72 TNBs have been reported in
the literature, with full mutual orbits having been reported for 18 objects, partial
orbits with ambiguous orbits for 30 more (e.g. Noll et al., 2008a; Grundy et al., 2009,
2011; Parker et al., 2011, and the list at http://www2.lowell.edu/users/grundy/tnbs).
These observations show that the majority of detected TNB systems have a separation
of less than 2% of the Hill Radius (rHill), defined as:
rHill = ahelio(1− ehelio) 3
√
Mbinary
3MSun
(4.1)
where ahelio and ehelio are the semimajor axis and eccentricity of the heliocentric
orbit. Even more striking is the very small fraction of TNB systems which are widely-
separated (>10% a/rHill), despite their being easier to detect. This implies that TNBs
are generally in very close mutual orbits, and the fraction of orbits that are very close
has only increased with better detection methods. In addition, most known TNBs
are of almost equal brightness (Noll et al., 2008a), implying near-equal masses.
Several formation methods have been proposed to create TNBs, though none as
yet can fully describe the observed population, nor account for any post-formation
orbital evolution. Large impacts are an obvious contender for formation, but tend to
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produce smaller satellites (and thus less equal mass ratios) than are observed. Indeed,
Canup (2005) showed the Charon-forming impact required a very slow relative velocity
(vimp ≈ vesc ≈ 0.7 km/s), and even then only allowed a mass ratio of approximately
10:1. Dynamical captures can also produce TNBs (e.g. Goldreich et al., 2002; Lee
et al., 2007). These methods do favor near-equal mass ratios (as it provides a deeper
gravity well per size of the primary object), but have great preference for producing
wide (>5% rHill) binaries on eccentric orbits. Funato et al. (2004) combines a small
impact and dynamical capture to efficiently produce TNBs, but only at very high
eccentricities. Nesvorny´ et al. (2010) shows that binaries formed by gravitational
collapse also tend to have near-equal mass ratios, but again have wide, moderately
eccentric orbits. The unbinding of binaries by impacts (Petit and Mousis, 2004) or
Neptune encounters (Parker and Kavelaars, 2010) would reduce the number of wide
TNBs, but would not correspondingly increase the number of tight systems. The
deficit of these wide systems, and the abundance of tight ones, therefore hints at the
existence of some non-disruptive post-formation processing of TNB mutual orbits.
In this paper, we propose that Kozai Cycle Tidal Friction (KCTF, after Eggleton
and Kisseleva-Eggleton, 2006) may be the method by which these orbits were tight-
ened and circularized. We will show through several sets of Monte Carlo simulations
that KCTF can transform a large fraction of primordial TNB systems into very close
and circular orbits. In addition, we show that the tidal evolution this implies means
that Kozai cycles are very inefficient at destroying TNB systems. We also show how
KCTF is influenced by the physical properties of the TNB system, such as tidal Q
and kL, density, J2, rotation rate, and mass ratio.
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4.2 KCTF Model
In order to understand how TNB orbits may have evolved since they were formed,
we created a numerical Kozai Cycle and Tidal Friction model. Kozai Cycles in this
context are periodic oscillations in eccentricity and inclination of the TNB mutual
orbit caused by solar torques. For this paper, the outer orbit is the heliocentric
orbit of the binary’s barycenter, and the inner orbit is the mutual orbit of the binary
pair. These oscillations preserve the orbit’s semimajor axis and the quantity cos I ×√
1− e2in, where I is the inclination of the mutual orbit with respect to the heliocentric
orbit and ein is the eccentricity of the inner orbit. This process was first described in
Kozai (1962), in the context of perturbations by Jupiter on asteroid orbits. Without
any tidal or quadrupole effects, these oscillations would vary eccentricity periodically
with a period between approximately 2 ka and 2 Ma. Kozai (1962) showed that
for an initially circular orbit, the minimum inclination for oscillation to initiate is
±39.2◦. However, this limiting inclination becomes much lower at non-zero initial
eccentricities. Thus, the only mutual orbits that could be excluded from this effect
are those which form with both low initial eccentricity and low inclination relative to
their heliocentric orbit. Kozai cycles have been suggested as a method of evolving the
mutual orbits of TNBs (Perets and Naoz, 2009), as well as binary and triple Near-
Earth asteroids, which may have Kozai cycles short enough to be observable (Fang
et al., 2011).
A significant consequence of these Kozai oscillations is that the eccentricity of the
mutual orbit can become very high, especially if the initial orbit has a low eccentricity
but high inclination (or vice versa). Since the tidal dissipation rate for these objects
is chiefly a function of their mutual separation at periapse (see Equations 5 to 7 in
Eggleton and Kiseleva-Eggleton, 2001), a minor increase in eccentricity can have a
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major effect on the amount of tidal dissipation. This is important, as tidal models
that assume near-zero eccentricity would produce much slower tidal evolution than is
realistic for an orbit with high eccentricity due to solar Kozai effects. Mutual orbits
with Kozai-pumped eccentricities can therefore decay due to tidal friction much faster
than their initial state would imply; see Figure 4.1 for an example. The strength of
Kozai-driven tidal decay is inversely proportional to the magnitude of the binary
orbit’s angular momentum as projected on the axis of the heliocentric orbit’s angular
momentum vector. Also, because this projected angular momentum is perpendicular
to the solar-driven precession of the system, it can be completely determined from
the instantaneous orbit without knowledge of the precession. Here, we normalize this
quantity to a percent of the Hill radius of the system:
H ′ = cos I
√
ain(1− e2in)
100
rHill
(4.2)
Where ain is the semimajor axis of the inner orbit. We find this to be a particu-
larly useful normalization, as values of H ′ smaller than one will experience strong
body tides over the course of a Kozai cycle, while larger values generally will not
(depending on their physical properties). Also, since we do not evolve the binary’s
heliocentric orbit in our simulations, 100/rHill is a constant normalization parameter.
H ′ is effectively Tisserand’s Parameter for a three-body system with only quadrupole
perturbations, which is appropriate here because all known TNBs have ahelioain by
at least five orders of magnitude.
Since H ′ is a much stronger function of the orbit’s orientation than separation,
even very wide binaries can be affected by KCTF if their inclination (or eccentricity)
is high enough. This KCTF process has been previously identified as significant
for TNBs by Perets and Naoz (2009), but only demonstrated for the Orcus-Vanth
dwarf planet system (Ragozzine, 2009). We used a similar model based on Eggleton
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and Kiseleva-Eggleton (2001, herein EKE01) to Ragozzine (2009), which is described
below. This model directly evolves the mutual orbital elements and spin vectors
of the binary while holding the heliocentric orbit constant. We did not include any
dynamical effects from objects external to the binary other than the Sun. The general
equations of the EKE01 KCTF model are summarized in Fabrycky and Tremaine
(2007); below we describe the modifications and additions we used. These consist
of our estimation of frictional timescale, quadrupole gravity terms, and integration
methods.
4.2.1 Frictional Timescale
Since the EKE01 model was developed for binary stars and giant planets, we
needed to modify the terms relating to the physical characteristics of the objects.
One benefit of the EKE01 method is that all these terms are condensed into a single
frictional timescale for each object. This timescale, however, is also a function of the
mutual orbit’s semimajor axis and is thus time-varying. We therefore reformulated
the frictional timescale in a way that is computationally more useful.
In the EKE01 model, the behavior of the objects’ body tides is determined by the
second tidal Love number (kL = k2) and the tidal dissipative function (Q) for each
object. The Love number is highly dependent on both the composition of the object
and whether it is physically a solid object or a rubble pile. For half of our simulations,
we assumed the objects were solid homogeneous elastic bodies (Burns, 1977):
kL,solid =
3
2
(
1 +
19µrR
2GMρ
)−1
(4.3)
We took the rigidity of the objects, µr, to be 4 × 109N/m2, using the value for icy
bodies from Gladman et al. (1996). For the other half of the simulations, we assumed
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the objects were rubble piles, using the approximation of Goldreich and Sari (2009):
kL,rubble =
R
105 km
(4.4)
In addition, we assumed a constant value for Q, the inverse of the average fraction of
tidal energy lost to heat per radian of the orbit (Goldreich and Soter, 1966). We can
then find the tidal timescales as a function of the binary’s orbit (ain, nin), kL, and
Q. The viscosity (tV ) and frictional (tF ) timescales for the primary object as were
formulated in Fabrycky and Tremaine (2007, Equations A9 and A10) as:
tV,1 =
3
2
(1 + kL,1)
2
kL,1
Q1ninR
3
1
GM1
(4.5)
tF,1 =
tV,1
9
(
ain
R1
)8
M21
(M1 +M2)M2
(1 + kL,1)
−2 (4.6)
The timescales for the secondary object are the same equations, but switch the sub-
scripts 1 and 2. Combining these two equations allows ain to be separated out, thus
reducing the number of calculations required per iteration:
tF,1 =
1
6
Q1
kL,1
M1
M2
R−51√
G(M1 +M2)
× a13/2in (4.7)
Note the leading factor of 1/6 is erroneously listed as 2/3 in Ragozzine (2009), lead-
ing to longer frictional timescales, and thus slower orbital decay. In addition, this
timescale is for an object in a perfectly circular orbit with its rotation synchronized
to the orbit. Equations 5 and 6 in EKE01 combine these factors to account for the
eccentricity of the orbit and the rotation of the objects. Since the closest separation
of the two objects is the key driver for tidal evolution, the effective timescale is very
sensitive to eccentricity.
This frictional timescale gives the approximate rates of evolution for a near-circular
orbit, but the actual rates are strongly dependant on the orbit’s eccentricity. To
illustrate this point, consider the special case of a system where the objects have
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equal values of tF , have e  0, and their rotation is synchronized to the orbit, the
rates of change for the semimajor axis and eccentricity can be approximated as:
da
dt
=
−a
tF (1− e)15/2 (4.8)
de
dt
=
−1
tF (1− e)13/2 (4.9)
While the eccentricity is e 0, the semimajor axis decay can then be estimated as:
a
a0
=
tF,0(1− e0)15/2
t+ tF,0(1− e0)15/2 (4.10)
Where a0, e0, and tF,0 are the initial semimajor axis, eccentricity, and frictional
timescale. As an example, consider an equal-mass TNB system with objects having a
radius of 100 km, Q=100, rubble-pile kL, and density of 1.0 g/cm
3. At a semimajor
axis of 104 km (100 radii), the objects would have values of tF ≈ 7 × 1012 years. If
the initial eccentricity were 0.5, the orbit would only have decayed to 9998 km after
one million years. At an eccentricity of 0.8, the semimajor axis would decay to 8512
km in that time. And at an eccentricity of 0.9, the orbit would shrink to just 306.5
km (3 radii) after a million years. By the time the system reaches an orbit this tight,
tF has decreased to less than 1000 years, allowing for rapid circularization. Clearly
then, only a brief excursion to high eccentricity is needed to start a feedback loop of
tidal decay to a tight circular orbit. In KCTF, those excursions happen when Kozai
cycles pump up the eccentricity.
The system in Figure 4.1 shows this process in action. The two objects are equal
mass rubble-piles with Q=10 and radii of 42 km. The initial orbit is at 9.7% of rHill,
e=0.99, and inclination of 99◦. However, the system’s orientation puts it initially
past the peak of its Kozai cycle, and so the orbit starts to become more circular
and less inclined with little tidal evolution. After reaching a minimum of e=0.46 at
3200 years, the eccentricity then grows again. By the time it reaches e=0.98, the
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semimajor axis is shrinking at a rate of 2 km/year and 45 km/year at e=0.983. The
shrunken semimajor axis reduces tF , so the peak decay rate is 150 km/year at 6550
years since the start, e=0.985, and a=6.1% of rHill. This corresponds to a periapse
distance of 212 km, or 5 radii apart. The orbit then gradually decays down to a tight
circular orbit at 0.15% rHill or 8.1 radii.
Most KCTF systems do not evolve as rapidly as this, and will often have several
eccentricity peaks with a small amount of decay until the periapse becomes close
enough for rapid decay to occur. Still, a large range of orientations can produce
strong KCTF evolution. To measure this effect, we reran a number of the simulations
described below without any solar perturbations. In all these cases, the number of
systems which circularized was reduced by at least a factor of 3.5 compared to the
full KCTF model. These systems all oriented randomly on the sphere of the sky
(corresponding to observed systems), so the joint process of KCTF can cause fast
tidal evolution in a large variety of TNB mutual orbits.
4.2.2 Quadrupole Gravity
Ragozzine (2009) expanded this model by adding the capacity for the objects to
have a permanent quadrupole term in their gravity field. The non-uniform grav-
ity field this allows is more physically appropriate for solid objects (like TNOs)
than the stars and giant planets for which the EKE01 model was developed. This
non-uniformity is especially relevant for objects the size of most known TNBs (less
than 400 km diameter), which are likely not large enough to have reached hydro-
static equilibrium (Yasui and Arakawa, 2010), and thus could have relatively large
quadrupole fields. The quadrupole moment is defined for an axisymmetric body as
J2=(C − A)/(MR2), where C is the moment of inertia about the polar radius, A is
the moment of inertia about the equatorial radius, R is the equatorial radius, and M
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is the mass. In the EKE01 model, the vector (X, Y, Z) provides the angular preces-
sion rate relative to the inertial frame, and is in the (eˆin, qˆin, hˆin) orthonormal basis,
where eˆin is the normalization of the mutual orbit’s Laplace-Runge-Lenz vector, which
points in the direction of the periapse, hˆin is in the direction of the orbit’s angular
momentum vector, and qˆin = hˆin × eˆin. This vector due to solar torques is given by
Equations 10 to 12 in EKE01, and their relation to the secular evolution of the orbit
is summarized by Equations A6 to A8 in Fabrycky and Tremaine (2007). Ragozzine
(2009) formulated the additional precession due to the primary’s quadrupole field as
being:
XJ2,1 =
3
2
J2,1
(
R1
ain
)2
nin
(1− e2in)2
Ω1hΩ1e
Ω21
(4.11)
YJ2,1 =
3
2
J2,1
(
R1
ain
)2
nin
(1− e2in)2
Ω1hΩ1q
Ω21
(4.12)
ZJ2,1 =
3
4
J2,1
(
R1
ain
)2
nin
(1− e2in)2
2Ω21h − Ω21e − Ω21q
Ω21
(4.13)
Where the terms ain, ein, and nin are the semimajor axis, eccentricity, and mean
motion of the mutual orbit, and R1 is the radius of the primary. In addition, Ω1i
is the projection of primary’s spin angular velocity vector onto the axis i. Since
the binaries dealt with in this work are of similar size, this process was repeated
to account for the secondary’s quadrupole field, and the two quadrupole precession
vectors added on to the (X, Y, Z) vectors defined in the EKE01 model. The total
(X, Y, Z) vector was then combined with the dissipative terms (our Equation 4.7) to
feed the full evolution equations (Equations 1 to 6 in EKE01).
4.2.3 Integration Methods
Since the EKE01 model defines the evolution of the system by a set of four re-
lated inhomogeneous vector differential equations, we needed a numerical integra-
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tor that could solve them rapidly and precisely on a modern computer. For this
we based our integrator on a Burlisch-Stoer method, which combines a modified-
midpoint integrator with an polynomial interpolation method to increase precision
and control error. Since the system was conservative when the dissipative terms
where close to zero, we used a fixed timestep of 1.1 mutual orbital periods when
|V1| + |V2| < 10−18sec−1 (equating to an approximate circularization timescale of
3.2×1010 years). On the other hand, if the system were dissipative, we used the
adaptive timestep management algorithm described in Press et al. (2007), setting a
minimum timestep of 10 days (864000 sec). This algorithm estimated the total er-
ror for each step as the root-mean-square of the normalized error estimates for each
component (ein, eˆin, hin, hˆin, ~Ω1, ~Ω2), and kept it below a tolerance of 10
−13 for
each timestep. Throughout the simulation, the program keeps track of the total an-
gular momentum (spin plus orbit) in the direction of the heliocentric orbit’s angular
momentum vector. As described above, this term determines the magnitude of solar
perturbations on the mutual orbit and should be precisely preserved over the entire
integration. The small number of cases (generally those with non-zero values of J2)
which did not preserve angular momentum were rerun at sufficiently smaller toler-
ances that momentum was again conserved. Conversely, if this tight tolerance proved
to be numerically unstable, the tolerance was slowly increased until it was stable but
still conservative.
We ended each simulation when it reached either 4.5 Ga (i.e. the maximum phys-
ically possible evolution time) or reached an eccentricity smaller than 10−4. This
value of minimum eccentricity was chosen for an end state because preliminary simu-
lations down to 10−10 showed no further orbital evolution beyond circularization. In
addition, the simulation would end prematurely if the periapse fell below the Roche
limit (≈1.26(R1 + R2), which we consider an impact), the apoapse grew beyond the
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Hill radius of the system, or one of the objects reached a spin period faster than the
breakup rotation rate. The condition for the latter case was a rotation rate greater
than 2pi
√
Gρ/(3pi), and in practice was never reached in our simulations.
4.3 Monte Carlo Simulations
To test the responses of TNBs to the KCTF model, we conducted a series of
Monte Carlo simulations in which we created a sample set of 1000 synthetic TNBs
with randomized mutual orbital elements and system masses. The heliocentric orbit,
physical properties, and range of rotation rates were all kept constant for each set. We
then evolved each system for 4.5 billion years, or until the system either circularized,
impacted itself, became unbound, or spun to breakup.
As common initial parameters, we set the heliocentric orbits to a semimajor axis of
45 AU and eccentricity of 0.05, representative of the cold-classical belt, which contains
the highest fraction of TNBs. We then varied the system GM range from 0.02 to 0.20
km3/s2. This corresponds to a radius range from 33 to 71 km for an equal-mass,
ρ = 1.0 g/cm3 system, appropriate for the lower range of detectable TNB systems.
The semimajor axis of the mutual orbit (in the frame of the primary) was varied
uniformly from 0.1% to 10% of the system’s Hill radius. This range is inclusive of
nearly all known TNB orbits, as well as published formation models. The mutual
eccentricity was varied uniformly from 10−4 to 0.9999. The orbits were all orientated
randomly on the sky by first generating a random direction for the hˆin vector with
the algorithm of Knop (1970). A second random vector perpendicular to the first was
then generated and used as the eˆin vector. These two vectors plus the semimajor axis,
eccentricity, and system mass then fully describe the randomized orbit. This random
orientation corresponds to dynamical simulations of binary capture (Kominami et al.,
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2011). Likewise, the initial spin poles of the two objects were pointed at two different
vectors also randomized on the sky.
We considered two different densities, 0.5 and 1.0 g/cm3, representative of the
range of reported densities for binary TNOs in this size range (Stansberry et al.,
2012). As noted above, we also considered both solid and rubble-pile assumptions for
kL. For each simulation set, we replicated the runs for each of the four combinations of
density and kL. For most of the simulations, we allowed the initial rotational periods
of the objects to vary between 4-48 hours. This range is consistent with observed
lightcurves for solitary TNOs (Trilling and Bernstein, 2006; Thirouin et al., 2010).
To check the sensitivity of this range, we also ran simulations with 2-7 day rotation
rates. We ran most of our simulations with J2=0, but we also ran sets at J2=0.01 and
J2=0.1. The former being comparable to Saturn’s satellite Phoebe, and the later to
Hyperion, both of which are in the same size range as our simulations. We ran most
simulations with Q=100, a typically canonical value for large solid objects. However,
since smaller objects may have much smaller Q (Goldreich and Sari, 2009; Zhang
and Hamilton, 2008), we also performed a set of simulations with Q=10. Finally, in
addition to the equal-mass simulations, we ran a set with a mass ratio of 10:1. Since
most observed binaries have a brightness difference of less than one magnitude (Noll
et al., 2008a), these two mass ratios are representative of the observed population.
The parameters varied per each set of 1000 simulations were thus Q, J2, rota-
tion rate, mass ratio, density, and kL. Table 4.1 lists the 24 sets considered, for a
total of 24,000 simulations and approximately 1 million CPU-hours. Because the ini-
tial conditions of these systems were distributed across reasonable ranges of a, e, i,
and obliquity, they do not necessarily represent the primordial population of TNBs.
Rather, they are a superposition of all the possible initial states. KCTF can then
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act as a filter to check whether a certain range of initial orbits (and thus formation
methods) corresponds to the observed population of TNBs.
4.4 Results
We found that a significant fraction of our simulations resulted in the synthetic
TNB systems evolving to very tight circular orbits; Table 4.1 lists the relative fractions
for each simulation. These tight, circular orbits were at less than 1% of rHill and
eccentricities smaller than 10−5, meaning that they were entirely dominated by mutual
tidal interactions. In addition to these highly-evolved systems, a number of systems
evolved to orbits that were tighter but still eccentric. Figure 4.2 shows the time
evolution of one set of simulations and Figure 4.3 separates initial and final states for
the circularized and elliptical cases of the same set. The conservation of H ′ is quite
evident in these plots, as is its dependence on cos I and
√
a. Figures 4.4, 4.5, and
4.6 show the final states of a range of different simulation sets, varying in both the
speed of body tides and physical shape.
Much of the tightly-bound population is beyond current TNB detection methods,
including the WFC3 camera on the Hubble Space Telescope and the laser guide star
adaptive optics system at the Keck Observatory. However, some of the known TNO
orbits do fall within this population. The closest published full orbit is (79360) Sila-
Numan, formerly 1997 CS29, at 0.35% rHill (Grundy et al., 2012). The published
eccentricity is 0.02, but a fully circular orbit is only excluded at 1.8 σ confidence.
In addition, (120347) Salacia-Actaea at 0.23% rHill (Stansberry et al., 2012) and
the centaur (65489) Ceto-Phorcys at 0.46% rHill (Grundy et al., 2007) both have
extremely circular orbits. These three objects likely represent the inner edge of the
potentially very numerous tight circular population, and should become less unique
as observations improve.
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Our simulations also naturally produced a deficit of systems with a final semimajor
axis smaller than 1.26×(R1+R2), our approximate Roche limit. It is perfectly possible
that these systems could survive, either as a contact binary or breaking apart and
reforming in a more stable configuration (Jacobson and Scheeres, 2011). However,
any of these cases are beyond the capabilities of our model and would require further
work. This inner edge corresponds to a J/J ′ of approximately 0.4, where J is the
total orbit + spin angular momentum, J ′ =
√
GM3t Reff , Mt is the system mass, and
Reff is the radius of a sphere of mass Mt and density equal to the average density
of the two objects. Canup (2005) showed that binaries with J/J ′ < 0.8 can be
produced by collisions. Thus, we found that KCTF can transform a wide range of
binaries formed by capture into ones sufficiently close as to be indistinguishable from
collision-produced binaries, the general case of what was shown for Orcus-Vanth by
Ragozzine (2009).
Because the quadrupole component of Kozai perturbations are axisymmetric, the
resulting systems also preserve the direction of their initial mutual orbit relative to
the plane of their heliocentric orbit. The EKE01 model only includes the quadrupole
component, though in the actual dynamics of these systems there are also higher-order
terms. The next higher term is the octupole component, which is not axisymmetric
and can therefore cause a system to flip from prograde to retrograde (and vice versa,
Naoz et al., 2011). However, the relative strength of the octupole to the quadrupole
goes as ain/ahelio, and so the quadrupole completely dominates in all the cases we con-
sidered (Ragozzine, 2009). Thus, the initial prograde/retrograde ratio was preserved
in all our simulations.
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4.4.1 Stability of Orbits to KCTF
A further inclination effect can be seen in Figure 4.3; the inclination region within
10◦ of perpendicular to the heliocentric orbit is empty for all but the tightest semi-
major axes. This range of inclination equates to such low values of H ′ that all orbits
starting there reach very high levels of eccentricity, and therefore initiate runaway
KCTF decay (e.g. Figure 4.1). Figure 4.5 clearly shows that these orbits mostly end
up tighter than 1% of rHill. Indeed, as Figure 4.5 shows, there is a clear limiting value
of |H ′| below which orbits are not stable to KCTF.
We define this limiting value, |H ′tide|, as the minimum value of |H ′| where the
relative difference in the initial and final semimajor axes is less than 10%, i.e. |ai −
af |/ai < 0.1. The values of |H ′tide| for all our simulations are listed in Table 4.1. The
average values of this |H ′tide| are all close to 1.0, with the higher-dissipation cases
above and the lower below. Thus, |H ′| appears to be a good normalized indicator
of KCTF susceptibility for TNB orbits; values below 1.0 likely will have experienced
Kozai cycle-driven tidal evolution, while values above will likely have not. This is
especially useful for determining the stability of observed binary systems where the
mutual orbit is known, but not any physical or rotational properties.
In addition, we found it useful to define |H ′circ|, the minimum value of |H ′| for an
orbit that did not circularize. This value ranges from 0.2-0.7 for non-J2 runs, but is
close to zero for the simulations with J2. This shows that J2 can provide an island of
stability for eccentric orbits close enough that J2 blocks further Kozai cycles, but not
close enough for further tidal decay. These systems have tidally evolved beforehand
to reach this state, but are stable once they reach it.
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4.4.2 Effects of Physical Parameters
For our base sets of simulations, we assumed Q=100, J2=0, rotation rates between
4 and 48 hours, and equal masses for the two objects. Using these parameters, we
ran sets at each combination of density equals 0.5 or 1.0 g/cm3 and a Love number
appropriate for either a rubble pile or elastic solid body. The remainder of the sim-
ulations perturbed one of the first set of parameters and ran the same set of four
density/Love number combinations; Table 4.1 shows this grouping.
In general, the low-density rubble piles were the most susceptible to tidal decay,
followed by the high-density rubble piles. This makes sense, as the internal friction of a
rubble pile allows it to dissipate tidal forces very effectively. The lower density allowed
a larger radius per mass, thus raising larger tides and a higher Love number (by
Equation 4.4). Less obvious is that fewer of the low-density elastic solid simulations
decayed to stable circular orbits than the high-density cases. Here, the difference
can be seen in the final column of Table 4.1; these low-density, rigid systems suffered
a much higher rate of mutual collisions. Their larger radius prevented a significant
fraction of the very eccentric systems from circularizing, lowering the overall efficiently
of producing close, circular orbits. As noted below, these mutual collisions could
still produce close or contact binaries, but that is beyond the capabilities of these
simulations.
While we assumed the canonical value of tidal Q=100 for most of the simulations,
a lower value is likely more physical for the size of objects we considered (Goldreich
and Sari, 2009). The simulations that we ran with Q=10 did show an average of 20%
greater propensity to tidally decay and circularize. This small increase in tidal decay
for a full order of magnitude decrease in Q shows the true driver in this evolution
is the closest periapse the system reaches. Either the objects become close enough
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to undergo decay or they do not, there is not much space in between. Indeed, the
increase is roughly comparable (100/10)1/8, where the strength of the tides goes as a8.
An additional effect of the lower Q is to remove the higher mutual collision probability
for the low-density, elastic solid case. As shown in Figure 4.4, the faster tides allow
these cases to circularize at larger separations, limiting the impact probability.
We ran sets of simulations with a J2 of both 0.01 and 0.1. As seen in Figure 4.6,
the main effect of J2 on wider systems was to decrease the obliquity of the objects
with respect to their mutual orbit. For slightly more evolved systems, though, an
interesting effect could be seen; a number of the systems decayed to a point where J2
was strong enough to block further Kozai cycles, but their periapse was wide enough
at the point of being frozen that no further tidal decay could occur. This freezing-in
of Kozai-blocked systems created the island of high-inclination, moderately eccentric
systems seen in Figures 4.3 and 4.5. Since the frozen systems did not evolve further,
they reduced the total fraction of systems that circularized. However, since they had
to first tidally evolve to reach the frozen state, the total fraction that tidally evolved
(and thus |H ′circ|) is almost the same as the non-J2. Also, since tidal evolution is
strongly driven by the periapse, there is a noticeable gradient in eccentricity, with
the closest frozen systems having e < 0.2. Thus, the effect of J2 on KCTF of TNBs
is produce stable high-inclination, moderately eccentric TNBs, while not eliminating
the tight circular population.
We also ran a group of simulations with much slower initial rotation rates, from
2-7 days (and at random initial orientations, just as before). These simulations were
slightly less likely to evolve to close circular orbits than their fast rotating counter-
parts. This may be because the final orbital periods of the close circular orbits were
closer to the initial rotation rates of the faster rotators. Thus, the slower rotators
required, on average, a larger amount of spin-orbit interaction to reach a doubly-
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synchronous state (with both spin periods equal to the orbital period). The effect
was slight enough, though, to conclude that initial rotation rate is not a significant
factor in the evolution of these TNBs.
Finally, we changed the mass ratio of the two objects to be 10:1. Since most
known TNBs have near-equal brightness ratios (Noll et al., 2008a), this covers most
of known TNBs that are not dwarf planetary systems. The effect on tidal decay was
again similar to the slower initial rotation rates, a slight decrease in the efficiency of
producing close circular orbits. Here the reason is that most of the dissipation is taking
place on the secondary, which can only have smaller tides due to its smaller radius.
Again, though, the effect is slight enough that most systems would be completely
insensitive to mass ratios between 1:1 and 10:1.
4.4.3 Survival Probability
Not all of the simulated binaries survived to either circularize or reach 4.5 Ga.
As shown in Table 4.1, about 1-15% of our random initial orbits proved in some way
unstable. The largest fraction of destroyed systems was due to impacts when Kozai
Cycles drove the periapse of the system within the mutual Roche radii of the objects.
This was especially apparent for systems with elastic solid values of kL (weak tides)
and large radii, which consistently had destruction rates higher than 10%. Every other
case had destruction rates smaller than 10%. As noted above, this is because the low-
density solid systems circularize slowly enough that semimajor axis decay can bring
their periapse below the Roche limit. In real TNBs, such a close approach could
result in the temporary breakup of the secondary and reformation of one or more
new satellites in tight circular orbits. The simulated systems were also considered
destroyed if the apoapse of the system exceeded rHill, though this case did not occur
in any of our simulations. Likewise, we had no systems spin to breakup, with spins
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either slowing to synchronize or not changing at all (see Figure 4.6). It therefore
appears that mutual collisions are the only practical way to destroy a TNB system
with KCTF, and even then only with an efficiency of a few percent. In addition, 90%
is a lower limit for the number of TNBs (of an initially random population) which
survive as binaries once formed, exclusive of impacts or close encounters.
The survival rate in our simulations is much higher than that calculated by Petit
and Mousis (2004), who found that non-disruptive impacts were the most effective
means of destabilizing wide TNBs. This implies that small impacts and disruption
by Neptune encounter (Parker and Kavelaars, 2010) are still the most efficient means
to cause a TNB to become unbound. However, our results show that KCTF is
very efficient at transforming wide binaries into tight ones, which would presently
be observed as single objects. Indeed, KCTF can quickly shrink wide binaries down
to orbits tight enough to have a high survival probability in the event of a Neptune
encounter (Parker and Kavelaars, 2010). Thus, any scaling of the initial population
of wide TNBs based on survival rates must also account for the fraction which decay
into much tighter orbits.
4.4.4 Obliquity
All the systems we simulated started out with randomly directed spin axes, and
thus each object had random initial obliquities. We define obliquity here to be the
angle between the spin pole of the objects and a vector perpendicular to the plane of
the mutual orbit. Thus, an obliquity of 0◦ is parallel to the orbit’s angular momentum
vector, while an obliquity of 90◦ is perpendicular. Figure 4.6 shows the final obliquities
of equal-mass, Q=100 simulations with and without J2.
In general, the non-J2 runs experienced two stages of obliquity evolution. At less
than about 3% rHill, the spins of the two objects begin interacting with each other
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and with the orbit. This causes any objects rotating retrograde to their orbit to flip
around to prograde, causing the step jump in Figure 4.6. In addition, the two objects
begin to match their obliquities and rotation rates to each other, thus producing the
star shapes in Figure 4.6. The second (and terminal) stage is for the objects to match
their spin poles and rotation rates to their mutual orbit. This drive to zero obliquity
only occurs for the non-J2 simulations when tidal forces are also strong enough to
circularize the orbit.
The simulations with J2 were similar, but the additional gravitational factor from
J2 caused them to go to zero obliquity much faster. Indeed, even some very wide
orbits with little tidal evolution were still driven to zero obliquity by J2. Shape
effects thus can have a major effect on the rotational evolution of even wide systems.
A further effect can be seen in Figure 4.6, as some circularized orbits ended with
non-zero obliquities and non-synchronous rotation rates. This effect was more pro-
nounced for less-dissipative simulations. These systems appear to have been captured
into Cassini state 2, which is low obliquity for fast precession and high obliquity for
slow precession (Fabrycky et al., 2007). As they circularize at near-constant semi-
major axes, their precession rate due to J2 drops (equations 11-13). Since they are
sufficiently close that J2 precession dominates, the overall precession rate becomes
very small and the objects follow Cassini state 2 to high obliquity.
This capture process is not necessarily observable in real systems. Most small ob-
jects with known shapes (asteroids and minor satellites) are not pure oblate spheroids,
but rather more complex shapes. It is possible for these shapes to capture into Cassini
state 2 (Peale, 1969; Bills and Nimmo, 2008), but it is much more difficult. In addi-
tion, they may have precession rates due to higher-order terms that are large enough
to prevent even a very circular system in Cassini state 2 from going to high obliq-
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uity. Thus, a much more through study of the possible post-circularization rotational
evolution of TNBs is needed to properly predict their current states.
4.5 Discussion
KCTF provides an evolutionary path to convert wide, elliptical binaries into close,
circular ones. It therefore helps to explain the observed dichotomy between the few
(but well-sampled) wide TNB systems and the apparently numerous tight systems. In
addition, because it is a process that does not require any external forces other than
the Sun, it applies to all objects that could be called trans-neptunian binaries, from
classical Kuiper Belt objects to highly scattered centaurs like Ceto-Phorcys. And,
because it is independent of the surrounding disk, KCTF can shrink and circularize
orbits over a much longer timescale than disk dynamical friction (e.g. L2S).
A consequence of this extensive evolution is that KCTF should have significantly
reshaped the orbits of most TNBs since their formation. In the process, some informa-
tion is lost, as tidal decay is an irreversible thermodynamic reaction. The distribution
of semimajor axes for present-day TNBs is thus necessarily tighter than at formation.
By what factor it is tighter is hard to determine, as the physical properties of the
objects do affect the efficiency of semimajor axis decay (see Table 4.1). Similarly, the
exact eccentricity and inclination of the orbit are changed in ways that have partially
erased their history.
More clear is that KCTF generally preserves the prograde/retrograde ratio of
initial distribution. Though the octupole term from the solar perturbations can flip a
very inclined system (Naoz et al., 2011), it also has no preference for the directionality
of the system. Schlichting and Sari (2008) predicted a retrograde preference for
binaries formed by the L2S capture method. On the other hand, the gravitational
collapse method of Nesvorny´ et al. (2010) favors orbits in the direction of disk clump
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rotation, which simulations (cited therein) generally show as prograde. Three-body
methods (L3 and momentum exchange) have a much weaker inclination dependence.
The current inclination distribution could therefore serve as a tracer for these various
formation methods. Because the sense of motion can be hard to determine for TNBs,
only a few TNBs have published unambiguous inclinations. However, for the 16 TNB
orbits listed in Table 4.2, there is a 4:1 prograde preference.
The H ′ parameter introduced above is also preserved by KCTF (except for spin-
orbit interactions), and Table 4.2 also lists the H ′ for those 16 known orbits. The
widest orbits (a > 5%rHill) are apparently stable, with their large a and low incli-
nations keeping them stable even at high eccentricities. These systems likely have
thus been undergoing low-amplitude Kozai cycles for most of the history of the solar
system. Table 4.3 lists the known TNB systems in near-circular orbits; these systems
appear to represent the outer edge of the close circular population identified in our
simulations. As more sensitive high-resolution imaging systems come on line, an in-
creasing number of these tight systems should be detected. The remaining systems
smaller than 5%rHill have values of |H ′| at or below unity, implying that they all
should have some amount of tidal evolution. Most still have a larger |H ′| than the
typical values of |H ′circ| in Table 4.1, meaning they could have a range of physical
properties and still not circularize.
Two eccentric systems do have an |H ′| small enough to stand out, though: 2004
PB108 and 2001 QC298. These two systems happen to be the only scattered-disk
binaries by the DES classification (Elliot et al., 2005; Osip et al., 2002) in Table 4.2,
but we think it more likely that their apparent stability is due to their non spherical
shapes. Indeed, Table 4.1 shows that if both of the objects in each system had a J2 of
at least 0.01, they could easily be stably eccentric for the lifetime of the solar system.
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The other eccentric systems do not require J2 to be stable, but it would do no harm
to their stability.
The three systems just wider, 2001 XR254, Altjira, and 275809, all have values of
|H ′| just larger than one. Since they are all also in the classical Kuiper Belt, these
systems have potentially had very little tidal evolution since their original formation
as binaries. Interestingly, they also have very similar systems masses and mutual orbit
inclinations. Future investigations could help determine if this is simply coincidence
or an optimal point for stability.
4.6 Conclusions
KCTF can significantly transform the orbits of trans-neptunian binaries. At least
90% of random synthetic TNB systems survive 4.5 Ga of KCTF evolution. A third
to half of the surviving TNB systems decay to circular orbits at less than 1% of their
mutual Hill radius. Some of these systems can have values of J/J’ similar to impact-
generated systems. The remaining systems are stable being eccentric over the lifetime
of the solar system. All resulting systems preserve their initial prograde/retrograde
preference.
The inclusion of J2 lowers the effectiveness of KCTF, but does not eliminate it,
especially for rubble-pile objects. In addition, J2 creates an island of stability that
allows otherwise unstable observed system to be in permanent eccentric orbits. A
slower initial rotation rate or 10:1 mass ratio also slightly lower the effectiveness of
KCTF, but do not change the basic trends.
The observed population of TNB orbits fits well to our simulations with J2. These
simulations predict that, as high-resolution observational systems improve, a large
number of TNBs will be detected with very tight, circular orbits. Indeed, considering
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the fraction of known wider binaries, tight near equal-mass TNBs may be extremely
common.
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Figure 4.1: An example of rapid KCTF evolution of a TNB mutual orbit; see Section
2.1 for a full description.
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Figure 4.2: The evolution over time of 1000 synthetic equal-mass TNBs with Q =
100, ρ = 1.0 g/cm3, elastic solid kL, and J2 = 0.
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Figure 4.3: A comparison of end states for three different physical properties and
observed orbits. The simulations are all equal-mass, Q = 100. Observed orbits are as
listed in Table 4.2.
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Figure 4.4: The circularization times for three different physical properties; the
simulations are all equal-mass systems. The horizontal line corresponds to 4.5 billion
years, and any points along it represent stable elliptical orbits. The points on the left
below the line are simulations that were evolved by KCTF to close circular orbits,
while the points on the right below the line started at very low eccentricity and
evolved to e < 10−4. The final semimajor axis in tidally-evolved systems is usually
very close to the periapse of the orbit when body tides become the dominant force,
as most of the energy loss in an evolving orbit is at the periapse.
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Figure 4.5: A comparison of initial |H ′| and final semimajor axis for three different
physical properties and observed orbits. The simulations are all equal-mass, Q = 100.
Observed orbits are as listed in Table 4.2.
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Figure 4.6: The final spin rate and obliquity (to the mutual orbit) with and without
J2; upward-triangles are the primary objects, and downward are the secondaries. The
high obliquity of some of the close orbits with J2 is due to them being captured into
Cassini state 2 (see text).
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Q Spin J2 m1/m2 kL ρ % Circ. % Dest. |H ′tide| |H ′circ|
10 fast 0 1 rubble 0.5 56% 3% 1.28 0.620
10 fast 0 1 rubble 1.0 48% 1% 1.19 0.550
10 fast 0 1 solid 0.5 38% 2% 1.05 0.435
10 fast 0 1 solid 1.0 39% 1% 1.03 0.426
100 fast 0 1 rubble 0.5 48% 2% 1.07 0.534
100 fast 0 1 rubble 1.0 42% 1% 0.98 0.488
100 fast 0 1 solid 0.5 29% 11% 0.92 0.380
100 fast 0 1 solid 1.0 34% 5% 0.94 0.324
100 fast 0 10 rubble 0.5 43% 2% 1.05 0.437
100 fast 0 10 rubble 1.0 40% 1% 1.04 0.359
100 fast 0 10 solid 0.5 23% 15% 0.84 0.326
100 fast 0 10 solid 1.0 25% 9% 0.87 0.264
100 fast 0.1 1 rubble 0.5 38% 2% 1.12 0.005
100 fast 0.1 1 rubble 1.0 36% 0% 1.11 0.005
100 fast 0.1 1 solid 0.5 24% 8% 0.90 0.012
100 fast 0.1 1 solid 1.0 28% 5% 0.84 0.001
100 fast 0.01 1 rubble 0.5 36% 1% 1.09 0.028
100 fast 0.01 1 rubble 1.0 34% 1% 1.04 0.054
100 fast 0.01 1 solid 0.5 25% 9% 0.87 0.014
100 fast 0.01 1 solid 1.0 26% 5% 0.90 0.014
100 slow 0 1 rubble 0.5 44% 2% 1.13 0.524
100 slow 0 1 rubble 1.0 43% 1% 1.00 0.514
100 slow 0 1 solid 0.5 27% 14% 0.88 0.364
100 slow 0 1 solid 1.0 33% 5% 0.94 0.362
Table 4.1: Summary of KCTF simulation results: % Circ. are the fraction of
surviving orbits with e < 10−4, % Dest. are the fraction of initial orbits destroyed
over the simulation, and |H ′tide| and |H ′circ| are as defined in the text.79
Designation Name a (% rHill) e I (deg) GM (km
3/s2) H ′
79360 Sila 0.35 0.02 123.1 0.72 -0.32
2001 QC298 0.50 0.34 73.5 0.79 +0.19
66652 Borasisi 0.91 0.47 49.4 0.23 +0.55
42355 Typhon 1.15 0.53 50.5 0.06 +0.58
2004 PB108 1.48 0.44 83.2 0.63 +0.13
2001 XR254 1.70 0.56 21.1 0.27 +1.01
148780 Altjira 1.83 0.34 25.4 0.27 +1.15
275809 1.88 0.42 161.0 0.27 -1.18
26308 2.42 0.47 75.4 0.46 +0.35
2003 QY90 3.19 0.66 51.4 0.03 +0.84
58534 Logos 3.25 0.55 74.2 0.03 +0.41
88611 Teharonhiawako 5.82 0.25 127.7 0.16 -1.43
Table 4.2: H ′ for observed systems with fully-constrained orbits. I is the angle
between the heliocentric and mutual orbital planes, and GM is the system mass.
Orbits are from Grundy et al. (2011), Parker et al. (2011), Sheppard et al. (2012) and
references therein.
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Designation Name a (% rHill) e GM (km
3/s2)
120347 Salacia 0.23 0.01 30.28
79360 Sila 0.35 0.02 0.72
90482 Orcus 0.42 0.00 42.40
134860 0.53 0.09 0.14
123509 0.66 0.01 0.07
65489 Ceto 0.71 0.01 0.37
Table 4.3: Observed TNB systems with near-circular orbits. GM is the system
mass. Orbits are from Brown et al. (2010), Grundy et al. (2011), Stansberry et al.
(2012) and references therein.
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Chapter 5
POST-CAPTURE EVOLUTION OF POTENTIALLY HABITABLE EXOMOONS
5.1 Motivation
Exomoons, the satellites of extrasolar planets, have been often featured in fic-
tion as habitable locations. There is no deficit of known giant planets; Exoplanet.org
(Wright et al., 2011) lists approximately 40 giant exoplanets (8% of total) within 20%
of the equilibrium temperature of Earth, as are 30 (3%) of the Kepler planet can-
didates released in February 2011 (Borucki et al., 2011). Though these observations
are preliminary, they do show that habitable-zone giant planets not only exist, but
are common. Once a giant planet is known to be in a habitable zone, variations in its
orbit, such as Transit Timing Variation (TTV; Sartoretti and Schneider, 1999) and
Transit Duration Variation (TDV; Kipping, 2009), photometry (Szabo´ et al., 2006),
or gravitational microlensing (Liebig and Wambsganss, 2010), allow the indirect de-
tection of satellites. Thus, if potentially habitable exomoons exist around transiting
giant planets, they may be detected at the same (or even greater) rate as solitary hab-
itable terrestrial planets. As yet, no exomoons have been detected, but the wealth of
transit data from the Kepler mission should begin to fill this gap.
Despite the existence of giant planets in stellar habitable zones, it is far from cer-
tain how they arrived there. Current giant-planet formation models assume that they
are created at distances beyond the stability point of ice (e.g. Lissauer, 1987; Boss,
1997), which implies conditions not suitable to surface habitability. Disk migration
can bring giant planets close to the star (Ward, 1997), but generally has a stopping
point far too close to the star to be habitable (thus producing ”Hot Jupiters”). The
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host planets of potentially habitable exomoons therefore likely arrived at their final
orbit through late-stage migration, driven either by planetesimals (Kirsh et al., 2009)
or other giant planets (Weidenschilling and Marzari, 1996).
In the process of migrating, the satellite systems of these giant planet may have
close encounters with terrestrial planets or planetesimals, causing them to be dis-
rupted or replaced. If either the Jovian or Saturnian systems were transported to
1 AU around a solar mass-star, both Callisto and Titan would be at 18% of their
planet’s Hill radii, thus implying that all the major satellites of the two planets would
be on stable orbits. However, a close encounter could either excite their orbits to high
eccentricity (thus requiring tidal recircularization), or could result in the capture of
a much larger terrestrial satellite. Neptune appears have to experienced this process
during its migration through the proto-Kuiper Belt, loosing any original major satel-
lites, while gaining Triton in an inclined, retrograde orbit. This was possibly due to
a momentum-exchange reaction that ejected the binary companion of Triton (Agnor
and Hamilton, 2006), though other scenarios are possible (at reduced probability).
Any capture process, though, will tend to produce very loosely-bound initial orbits,
with only a small delta-v to escape velocity at periapse. Therefore, some method
must be used to determine the long-term evolution and stability (or lack thereof) for
these orbits. Here we use a full KCTF (Kozai Cycle and Tidal Friction) model to
find the survival probability for a range of physical conditions and the detectability
of the resulting system.
As shown by Donnison (2010) and Sato and Asada (2010), there are a range of
stable orbits for Earth-mass planets around giant planets. However, both of those
models test only the stability of the orbit, rather than any evolution due to tidal
effects. On inclined exomoon orbits, the effects of stellar torques on the orbit can,
through initiating Kozai cycles, dramatically accelerate the rate of tidal decay, orbit
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circularization, and spin-orbit synchronization. As we will show, this process can
allow even very loose, inclined capture orbits to stabilize to tight, circular orbits.
Thus, even marginal dynamical captures of former terrestrial planets can produce
stable exomoons.
5.2 KCTF Model
In order to understand how exomoon orbits may evolve after being captured, we
created a numerical Kozai Cycle and Tidal Friction (KCTF) model. Kozai cycles in
this context are the secular oscillations in eccentricity and inclination of the exomoon’s
orbit caused by stellar torques (Kozai, 1962). In isolation, these oscillations preserve
the semimajor axis of the orbit and the quantity Hk = cos(I) ×
√
1− e2, where I
is the inclination of the exomoon’s orbit relative to the planet’s stellarcentric orbit,
and e is the eccentricity of the exomoon’s orbit. In the scenarios simulated, these
cycles can initially be as fast as just a few years (see Figure 5.1), causing very rapid
evolution of the exomoon’s orbit. Since all the initial orbits for this study were highly
elliptical, only very low initial inclinations (within about 15◦ of coplanar) produced
values of Hk sufficiently low that Kozai cycles did not occur.
Because the Kozai oscillations from the star attempt to preserve Hk, a drop in
the inclination of the orbit can cause the eccentricity to become very high. As the
eccentricity of the orbit increases, the periapse of the exomoon’s orbit becomes much
closer to the planet. Tidal forces become much stronger at these close distances
(going as a−8 in this model), and so a close periapse due to eccentricity causes the
orbit to shrink and thus decay further. This sets up a positive feedback loop, which
progressively shrinks and circularizes the orbit. The stair-step semimajor axis decay
in Figure 5.1 happens because the obit is initially only decaying at high eccentricities;
once the apoapse is close enough to also experience tidal forces, the oscillations stop.
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The result is to cause semimajor axis decay and circularization much faster than if
the star were not exciting eccentricity. In addition, since the high eccentricity part
of the Kozai cycles are at low inclinations, orbits are preferentially frozen near the
plane of the stellarcentric orbit.
To simulate this process, we used a KCTF model based on that of Eggleton and
Kiseleva-Eggleton (2001), which allows the direct integration of the exomoon orbit’s
specific angular momentum vector h and Laplace-Runge-Lenz eccentricity vector e,
as well as the spin vectors of the planet and satellite. The tidal properties of the
giant planets were based on those presented in Fabrycky and Tremaine (2007) for
a Jupiter-mass planet. The tidal properties of the exomoons used the formulation
of Ragozzine (2009), along with his addition of solid-body quadrapole gravity. To
integrate the system of equations, we used the Burlisch-Stoer method with vector-
rational interpolation (Sweatman, 1998) and error control based on the algorithm
given in Press et al. (2007), with a per-timestep tolerance of 10−10.
This model does not include any dynamical effects from objects external to the
exomoon-exoplanet system other than the star itself. In addition, we assumed that
the planet did not migrate over the course of the simulation. If it were to migrate, the
effect would be to shrink the Hill radius of the planet and shorten the period of the
Kozai cycles. The smaller Hill radii would allow more captured satellites to escape,
while on the other hand, the faster Kozai cycles would decrease the decay timescale.
Thus, if this model works fast enough for a static case, it should also be applicable
to a slowly migrating planet.
5.3 Monte Carlo Simulations
To find in what conditions a captured exomoon may survive, we generated 18 sets
of synthetic Star-Planet-Moon systems and performed KCTF simulations on them.
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Each set contained 1000 synthetic systems, with common masses for all objects, and
randomized initial exomoon orbits and spin states. To simulate a loose capture,
the initial exomoon orbits all had apoapses beyond 80% of the planet’s Hill radius,
and eccentricities greater than 0.85. This is most consistent with a low mass ratio
momentum-exchange capture (Funato et al., 2004), but generally similar to any low
delta-v, non-disruptive capture (or eccentricity excitation due to a close encounter).
Again consistent with a capture, both the satellite’s initial orbital plane and spin
vector were initially pointed at random directions on the sky. This means an ap-
proximate equipartition between prograde and retrograde initial orbits and between
prograde and retrograde initial spin states for the satellite. The planets had a random
obliquity less than 5◦ from their stellarcentric orbit. Each planet-moon system was at
a stellarcentric distance such that the equilibrium temperature was equal to Earth.
The stars and stellarcentric orbits used were the Sun (G2) at 1.0 AU, a main-sequence
F0 (1.7 MSun) at 2.1 AU, and a main-sequence M0 (0.47 MSun) at 0.28 AU. The plan-
ets we assumed to have a mass equal to either Jupiter or Neptune, using the tidal
parameters given in Fabrycky and Tremaine (2007), though nearly all dissipation was
in the exomoon. The simulated exomoons had the mass of either Earth, Mars, or
Titan (with Mars uncompressed density), using a tidal Q of 100, modulus of rigid-
ity of 3 × 1010N/m2 (Gladman et al., 1996), and J2 of 0.001. The initial rotational
periods of the planet and satellite were varied randomly between 0.1 and 48 hours.
The simulations were run until they reached either 109 years or an eccentricity below
10−5. However, the simulations were terminated early if the periapse went below
the Roche limit (thus potentially causing breakup of the exomoon) or the apoapse
exceeded the Hill radius (allowing the exomoon to become unbound). It is possible
that the exomoon could have survived and remained bound to the planet in these
scenarios, but that is beyond the fidelity of these simulations.
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To estimate the detectability of the resulting systems, we calculated root-mean-
squared Transit Timing Variations (TTVs) and Duration Variations (TDVs) for each
simulation. The TTV and TDV are due to the orbit of the exomoon causing the
exoplanet to begin the transit either sooner or later than the barycenter of the planet-
moon system. These effects are maximized for low mass ratios (e.g. Earth mass
exomoon around a Neptune-mass planet) and longer period exomoon orbits. Since
the majority of resulting systems were low-inclination with respect to the stellarcentric
orbit, we used the zero-inclination equations from Kipping (2009). Assuming zero-
inclination maximizes the TTV and TDV, allowing an estimate of whether the system
would be even detectable in the best case scenario.
5.4 Results and Discussion
The general result of the simulations is that loosely-captured exomoons around
giant planets in habitable zones can survive to stabilize into long-lived orbits. Table
5.1 shows the fraction that stabilize for each mass/distance scenario. The exomoons
stabilized much easier in the F0 case than the M0 case, with the solar-mass case in-
between. The reason for this is readily apparent from the observation that while Hill
radius scales linearly with distance from the star, the equilibrium temperature scales
as the inverse square of distance. Thus, the super-solar mass star allows a much wider
Hill radius at a habitable distance than for a planet of equal mass around a sub-solar
mass star. This larger Hill radius provides the post-capture orbit much more room to
move around, allowing longer period exomoons to stabilize. The truncation of periods
greater than two days for the M0 case in Figure 5.3 is a clear result of this.
However, it also apparent from Figure 5.3 that the fast stellarcentric orbits of
the M0 case allow for much more rapid exomoon circularization that for the larger
stars. This clearly shows the effect of Kozai-pumped eccentricities accelerating tidal
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decay, as otherwise the timescales would be independent of the distance from the
star. The median circularization timescales for the M0 cases are of order 104 years,
105 years for the solar-mass star, and 106 years for the F0 star. All of these timescales
are very short relative to the lifetime of the star, but 106 years may be long enough
that the exomoon’s orbit could be externally perturbed by a planet or planetesimal
disk. On the other hand, as Figure 5.1 shows, the semimajor axis decay typically
happens at least an order of magnitude faster than full circularization. Therefore,
it is a reasonable assumption that nearly all these orbits would stabilize before any
external perturbation would disrupt them.
To gauge the amount of tidal heating on the satellite, we estimated the amount
of energy lost from the system from the difference in the initial and final orbits and
spins. For the orbits, we first found the energy difference between the initial and final
states. Then, we muliplied this an estimate of the fraction of energy that went into
the satellite using the masses and tidal Q of the objects, QplanetMsat/(QplanetMsat +
QsatMplanet). This term was usually near unity, as the planet was assumed to have
a very large Q. We then estimated the change in rotational energy of the satellite,
subtracted this from the change in orbital energy, and divided the result by the
circularization time to produce a heating rate. The rate was dominated by the orbital
term, as the initial rotation periods were not too different from the final orbital
periods. Generally, this rate was higher per unit mass for larger satellites (which
circularized faster) and closer orbits. For the Earth-mass/Jupiter-mass case, the
median rates were 0.002 mW/kg around a F0 star, 0.02 mW/kg around a solar-
mass star, and 0.5 mW/kg around a M0 star. These rates are higher than for either
long-lived (≈ 10−8 mW/kg; Desch et al., 2009) or short-lived chondritic radioisotopes
(≈ 10−4 mW/kg; Schubert et al., 2007). A more through analysis is beyond the
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scope of this work, but these rates could create significant short-term heating on the
exomoons.
Table 5.1 also shows the fates of the exomoon orbits which did not survive to
circularize. The systems around the solar mass star were by far the most prone to
separating beyond the Hill radius, with roughly equal impacts as separations. The
M0 cases, on the other hand, actually impacted the planet in three-quarters of the
cases, due to the very small Hill radius not allowing the periapse to shrink very far
before impacting. A majority of F0 cases survived in all scenarios, with the large
Hill radius allowing most orbits to circularize. Therefore, for a given capture rate,
potentially habitable captured exomoons should be the most common around stars
larger than a solar mass.
Figure 5.2 shows that the majority of the resulting orbits, especially around a
Jupiter-mass planet, are nearly coplanar with the stellarcentric orbit. This is partially
due to the assumed low obliquity of the planet aligning its gravitational quadrapole
with the direction of the star. However, as shown by the high inclination of Triton (5.9
day period), an orbit does not need to be very large for this effect to be minimized.
And indeed, the orbits around Neptune-mass planets show a much larger diversity
of inclinations for periods less than two days, especially for Earth-mass satellites.
Beyond this point, solar torques begin to dominate and force nearly all orbits coplanar.
Since longer period orbits produce larger TTVs, it is therefore likely that the first
exomoons detected will be coplanar with the stellarcentric orbit, and it will take much
more observations to detect short-period, high-inclination exomoons.
Also congruent with Triton, Figure 5.2 shows that there is no real preference for
either prograde or retrograde orbits. The secular perturbations of Kozai cycles do
not allow the directionality of the orbit to change in all but the most inclined initial
cases. Thus, each orbit preserves its original direction, evolving towards the plane
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of the stellarcentric orbit. All of the final orbits are circular and have semimajor
axes less than 28% of the planet-moon system’s Hill radius, which as summarized
by Donnison (2010), means that they should be stable over the lifetime of the star.
Unfortunately, Kipping (2009) shows that TTV and TDV are both degenerate for
prograde/retrograde inclinations, and so measuring the relative fractions may be very
difficult. However, Simon et al. (2010) show that it may be possible to break this
degeneracy with very precise measurements of the Rossiter-McLaughlin effect. Since
secular perturbations cannot reverse the direction of a satellite’s orbit, detection of
a retrograde satellite around an exoplanet would be confirmation that this capture
process occurred.
The median TTV and TDV for each simulation set are given in Table 5.2. The
TTV do vary over a large range, but the upper end of that range is just within
the limits of detection for modern transit systems. The Kepler mission has a regular
cadence of approximately every 30 minutes, and can run at a cadence of up to once per
minute (Koch et al., 2010). This appears sufficient to detect an Earth-mass exomoon
in most cases, and just enough to detect a Mars-mass exomoon in the best cases.
Larger stars offer wider orbits (and thus stronger TTVs), but much more infrequent
transits. Solar mass to early K stars therefore seem to offer a good balance between
TTV strength and transit frequency.
The Transit Duration Variation (TDV) introduced by Kipping (2009) allows the
unambiguous detection of an exomoon from transits alone. For the systems described
in that work, the TDV was of similar duration to the TTV. However, we find that
the lower planetary masses and much wider stellarcentric orbits of our study result
in relatively weak TDVs for nearly all cases. Thus, it is unlikely that a potentially
habitable exomoon will be detected by TDV alone; TDV could, though, allow for
follow-up transit observations to confirm the existence of a TTV-detected exomoon.
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These results compare well with previous estimates, though both of those simu-
lations assumed much wider orbits than were usually produced by the KCTF model.
The consequence of this is both reduce the TDV signal relative to that assumed by
Kipping (2009) and the photometric signal of Szabo´ et al. (2006). On the other hand,
Table 5.2 shows that even with these closer orbits, some exomoons are still within
the range of detectability. The combination of TTV and TDV may offer a stronger
detection signal than photometry for these orbits, though both could detect some of
the orbits produced.
5.5 Conclusions
Several general conclusions can therefore be drawn from our simulations:
1. Loosely-captured exomoons around giant planets in habitable zones can survive
to stabilize into long-lived orbits.
2. The timescale for them to stabilize is enhanced by Kozai torques, and is gener-
ally less than a few million years.
3. Most of the surviving orbits are close to the plane of the exoplanet’s orbit, but
show no prograde/retrograde preference.
4. Some of the resulting orbits should be currently detectable (especially for Earth-
mass satellites), with the transit timing variation much stronger than the du-
ration variation.
5. The most promising targets for detecting potentially habitable exomoons by
TTV appear to be Neptune-mass exoplanets orbiting stars of solar mass or
slightly below.
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Figure 5.1: Post-capture spin-orbit evolution of two exomoons; the solid line shows
a Kozai-enhanced decay, while the dashed line shows a non-Kozai decay.
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Figure 5.2: Post-evolution orbital period and inclination distribution; most orbits
are coplanar with the planet’s orbit, with no pro/retrograde preference.
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Figure 5.3: Post-capture circularization timescales; note that nearly all are below a
few million years, and timescales decrease with stellar mass.
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Star Planet Moon Survived Retrograde Separated Impacted
Sun
Jupiter
Earth 43% 52% 21% 35%
Mars 44% 45% 18% 37%
Titan 42% 47% 21% 36%
Neptune
Earth 52% 44% 17% 30%
Mars 44% 45% 18% 36%
Titan 45% 47% 19% 35%
F0
Jupiter
Earth 65% 47% 3% 31%
Mars 59% 46% 4% 35%
Titan 61% 48% 3% 34%
Neptune
Earth 77% 44% 4% 18%
Mars 67% 44% 4% 28%
Titan 61% 50% 4% 33%
M0
Jupiter
Earth 23% 50% 2% 74%
Mars 23% 51% 3% 73%
Titan 23% 44% 2% 74%
Neptune
Earth 24% 50% 1% 73%
Mars 25% 52% 1% 73%
Titan 22% 50% 3% 74%
Table 5.1: Relative fraction of end states for fully evolved exomoon systems.
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Star Planet Moon Period (d) TTV (min) TDV edge-on (min)
Sun
Jupiter
Earth 2.17 5.44 0.114% 0.93
Mars 2.34 0.59 0.012% 0.10
Titan 2.52 0.12 0.002% 0.02
Neptune
Earth 1.65 36.69 0.835% 6.41
Mars 1.89 4.11 0.089% 0.69
Titan 2.16 0.86 0.018% 0.14
F0
Jupiter
Earth 3.68 11.33 0.111% 1.45
Mars 4.26 1.22 0.011% 0.15
Titan 4.14 0.26 0.002% 0.03
Neptune
Earth 2.38 75.70 0.860% 10.60
Mars 3.79 8.51 0.083% 1.03
Titan 3.50 1.78 0.018% 0.22
M0
Jupiter
Earth 0.94 1.63 0.122% 0.54
Mars 1.00 0.18 0.013% 0.06
Titan 1.00 0.04 0.003% 0.01
Neptune
Earth 0.85 10.97 0.836% 3.36
Mars 0.79 1.22 0.098% 0.39
Titan 0.83 0.26 0.020% 0.08
Table 5.2: Median Exomoon orbital period, Transit Timing Variation (TTV), and
Transit Duration Variation (TDV) for full-evolved exomoon systems.
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Chapter 6
CONCLUSION
This dissertation covers four distinct but interrelated topics. We have shown that
orbital mechanics can be a complex and chaotic process, often only stabilizing after
millions of orbits. Through this chaos, satellites and binaries can be left in otherwise
unattainable configurations. We also showed that even the smallest particles of dust
can have significant and observable effects on the surfaces of outer solar system ob-
jects. The trajectories of this dust can be complex and dominated by gravitational
focusing or solar radiation pressure, both of which can determine the location and
energy of the dust’s impact onto larger bodies.
In Chapter 2, we showed that dust impacts onto the surfaces of giant planet
icy satellites and Kuiper Belt objects can crystallize ice on their surfaces. Since the
amount of annealing is determined by the kinetic energy of the impact, gravitationally
focused interplanetary dust particles (IDPs) dominate the annealing process. The
most amount of annealing is therefore on the innermost regular satellites of the giant
planets with less annealing on the outer satellites and Kuiper Belt objects.
In Chapter 3, showed that dust from the small satellites of Pluto can impact
impact on to either Pluto or Charon. Which of the two it hits is mostly a function
of the ejection velocity, with low velocity ejecta being swept up by Charon, and high
velocity ejecta by Pluto. The dust typically impacts or is ejected within 100 days,
and only the lowest-velocity ejecta is stable for much longer than this. The dust does
not impact uniformly on the surface of Pluto and Charon, but rather at particular
longitudes as a fucntion of ejection velocity. The observed albedo distribution of
Pluto is best fit to the higher-velocity ejecta.
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In Chapter 4, we showed that the orbits of trans-neptunian binary (TNB) systems
can be transformed by solar perturbations. The weak gravitational torques on the
binary system from the Sun can cause wide and inclined TNB systems to become
very eccentric, thus triggering runway tidal decay to close circular orbits. These close
circular orbits are very stable and mostly beyond the ability of current telescopes
to resolve. A fraction of orbits do not decay fully, but instead reach slightly wider,
moderate eccentricity orbits where the perturbations from their shapes cancel out the
solar perturbations. In addition, we introduced a stability parameter to quickly check
if a given orbit is stable to these perturbations.
Finally, in Chapter 5, we modeled the orbital evolution of an Earth-like planet cap-
tured as an exomoon, a satellite of an exosolar giant planet. The same perturbations
as in Chapter 4 come in to play, except from the host star of the giant planet. These
perturbations cause all the captured exomoons to either impact the giant planet or
stabilize to circular orbits with 0.5-5 day periods. On average, about half of the cap-
tured exomoons survived when the giant was presumed to be in the habitable zone
of a solar-type star. More survived in the habitable zone of a F0 star, and fewer for
the habitable zone of an M0 star. Some of the exomoons are potentially detectable
from their effect on transit timing, especially the largest moons captured around the
smallest giants.
6.1 Future Work
There is great potential for future investigations in all four of these topics. Chap-
ter 2 could benefit from more detailed studies of the micrometeorite impact process
and the subsequent diffusion of heat. A smooth-particle hydrodynamic code, mod-
ified to account for the amorphous-crystalline phase change, would be appropriate
for these simulations. In addition, a more through estimation of the high-energy ra-
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diation amorphization rate would allow for much more accurate predictions of the
fraction of crystalline ice to be expected on the surfaces of icy satellites and TNOs.
Better knowledge of the relative effects of each class of radiation (UV, Gamma/X-ray,
solar proton/electron, and heavy ion) would help tremendously, especially as most
laboratory studies focus on only one radiation source.
There are some potential observations which could test the micrometeorite anneal-
ing process. Unlike most endogenic processes, micrometeorite annealing is a strong
function of distance to the host planet, due to gravitational focusing. Thus, the ideal
observational test would be two satellites which are otherwise similar but experience
very different gravitational focusing. The second- and third-largest satellites of Nep-
tune, Nereid and Proteus, appear to fit these conditions. They are approximately
the same size and density (Karkoschka, 2003), and are small enough that they likely
do not have endogenic processes (Voyager 2 showed both to be irregular). Previous
spectra of Nereid have been able to detect water ice (Brown et al., 1998). Since both
objects are quite dim and Proteus is very close to Neptune, obtaining near-infrared
spectra of their surfaces with enough resolution to measure the crystalline fraction
will be difficult, but rewarding.
Future work for Chapter 3 would likely be focused on better predicting what sur-
face effects (if any) would be detectable by the New Horizons spacecraft during its
encounter with Pluto and Charon. This would include an accounting of Pluto’s at-
mosphere and its effect on the impact locations and velocities of the micrometeorites.
In addition, a useful comparison would be between the expected accumulation rates
and the amount of seasonally-transported volatiles on the surface of Pluto. Deter-
mining the real rates of accumulation would also require a more rigorous estimate of
the impact rate and size frequency distribution on the small satellites of Pluto. This
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in turn could be used to predict the expected cratering on the surfaces of the small
satellites.
Chapter 4 raises many questions about binary and multiple TNO systems. Most
of these issues are not easily addressed with the limited KCTF model used in Chapter
4, and instead would be much better addressed by more complex model. The ability
to model shapes that are not axisymmetric would be very useful; many of the end
states of the simulations were controlled by shape, but the model was insufficient
to correctly determine those states. The next complication would be the ability to
model triple and higher systems. At least one such system has been identified (1999
TC36, Benecchi et al., 2010) and more are likely to as telescope angular resolutions
continue to improve. Finally, the ability to examine different tidal models be useful
to check the sensitivity of the assumed physical parameters to the final results of the
simulations.
With this more complex model, the rotational states of close-in trans-neptunian
binaries could be investigated. This may offer a pathway to produce contact binaries
through tidal decay, something the KCTF model was never able to do. The forma-
tion and subsequent tidal evolution of the triple 1999 TC36 could be modeled, and
the potential configurations of currently unresolved triples predicted. Both of these
would offer both predictions for future high-angular resolution astrometry and help to
constrain the true size-frequency distribution of TNOs, de-bias for multiple systems.
Finally, Chapter 5 offers potentially the most future investigation. That study
was focused on the evolution of large exomoons after capture, and did investigate at
all the capture process itself, nor any of the planetary migration before the capture.
These are such complex problems that a through examination either of those events
could constitute an entire dissertation.
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The capture process is a more discrete problem, and could be approached with a
large number of n-body simulations. The two dynamical methods of capture would be
either the splitting of binary system (e.g. the Earth and Moon) or a solitary interloper
which exchanges momentum with an existing smaller satellite. Both of these scenarios
require special circumstances, and examining the statistics of many simulations will
allow an estimation of just how special those circumstances are. Once these capture
orbits are known, they can be fed back into the already-developed KCTF model
and stabilized, thus proving an estimate of the number of large exomoons per close
encounter.
Estimating the number and relative velocity of the close encounter is a more diffi-
cult problem, but also a much deeper one. The NASA Kepler mission has shown that
tight-packed planetary systems with multiple giant planets are common, and approxi-
mately 1% of systems have a giant in or near the star’s habitable zone (Batalha et al.,
2013). Explaining the evolution of these close-in giants would be beyond the scope
of an exomoon investigation, but the number and relative velocity of planetary close
encounters would naturally fall out of planetary migration simulations. Thus, this
would be best done in collaboration with a team that is already studying migration
and could provide information on the close encounters their simulations produce. A
realistic estimate of close encounter frequency would then allow a true prediction of
the frequency of large, potentially detectable exomoons.
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